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Eagles beat Irish with last-second field goal
By PAUL CANALORI
Heights Sports Editor

-

SOUTH BEND, IN The leprechauns of the
world skipped a collectiveheartbeat Saturday. Nobody, nobody, nobody could have predicted that the
luck of the Irish would come to so abrupt an end at least not so soon afterthe confetti settledfollowing "The Game of the Century" versus Florida
State.
When walk-on placekicker (turned overnight
hero) David Gordonknuckled a 41-yard field goal
through Touchdown Jesus' betrothed uprights. Boston College accomplishedwhatnoother team could
over a span of 17 games -it decidedly stomped out
that stubborn "Luck of the Irish."
The final score was 41-39, if the tally matters. In
an epic game - perhaps the game of the century for
the Eagles - that transcended numbers, BC simply
outduked #1 ranked Notre Dame to the tune of 477
yards totaloffense and an in-your-face style of play
heretofore unparalleled by a visiting team at South
Bend this season.
A short year ago, the Eagles hobbled out of the
vaunted Notre Dame Stadium, starry-eyed following a humiliating 54-7 whipping. This time around,
however, with a bit less hype and a little more
experience entering the game, quarterback Glenn
Foley handily engineered a monstrous offensive
effort. Combined with a gutsy performance by a
physically overmatched defense, BC bested ND's
amazing 21-point comeback bid to reap revenge
and elevate themselves to a 12th placeranking in
the Coach's Poll.
Notre Dame HeadCoach Lou Holtz, to whom the
50,000+ Irish fans paid homage at several points
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/MATTHEW WEST

Notre Dame, page 17

Tight end Pete Mitchell confronts ND linebacker Justin Goheen after snaring one of his 13catches on the day.

Alumni proposal released

Studensspeak out

new design creates the possibility
for installing lights between the
upper and lowerdecks.
age.
With the increasing exposure
The new proposal for the exThese lights could be used to
of Boston College football, in- pansion includes removing the illuminate the stadium on nonBy EMILY HANCOCK
problem
ignorance perpetucluding last weekend's never-to- track and current lower-level game days, and would be less Heights Associate News Editor ates violence. If students are
aware,they'll think before walkbe-forgotten victory over Notre seats, and constructing a new, invasive to the surroundingcomDame, the BC community and completely enclosed lower deck munity.
Shouts of "Break the silence, ing alone."
Eagle fans are increasing presTo comply with the American stop the Violence!" and"Five asCrudo emphasized that the
consisting of re-angled seats
saults, too many"filledtheLyons point of the rally was not to get
sures on officials to expand closer to the field. A significant Disabilities Act, new stairand elAlumni Stadium. The most re- change in the plans calls for the evator towers will be constructed quadlastWednesday,as dedicated the administrationto take action
cent plans for the stadium design
additionbf'an upper tier of seats, at thefour cornets of the stadium. activists and crowds of curious or pass new policies concerning
are included in the Draft Project in each end zone. The total proNew rest rooms and concessions onlookers converged at a rally to campus safety, but to raise stuImpact Report(DPIR), which BC posed capacity remains at the areas will be built under the new raise awareness of violence dent awareness and support.
issued recently as a response to original figure of 44,500.
stands as well.
The goal of the speak-out was
againstwomen.
,%£<\u25a0
the Boston Redevelopment
In addition to providing inThe parking and traffic plan is
Organizedby members of the to get students to be awareandbe
Authority's (BRA) scoping de- creased seating, the uppertiers of based roughly on the traffic plan Women's Resource Center, safe, said one rally organizer,
termination.
the endzone seats will buffer BC implemented at thebeginning UGBC Women's Issues and other Sharon Daura, A&S '94. "There
of the 1993football season, which concerned students, the rally was a lotof strong anger,but a lot
The DPIR contains a detailed crowd noise from the surroundanalysis of revised stadium exing neighborhood and reflect it
joined th«f.ranks' of self-defense of empowerment too. 1 think anpansionplans, parking and traffic back into the stadium. Also, the
Parking, page 10 and rape awareness seminars as geris good?without thatkind of
yet another attempt by BC stuanger, women would justbe vicdents to heighten student contims.The anger is very construcsciousness of campus safety is- tive," she said.
sues.
The dernonstratca- started in
By HEATHER LYNCH
Safety Program is a cause that
off the weekend."
The demonstration was a retfie Eagles Nest and gathered in
Heights Staff Writer
Conway contacted each club benefits the whole community," sponse to the fear many females the qnad, where speakers 'addressed.the crowd, who, for the
president in the district and insaid BC Circle X District Project have as£jesult of the recent asMembers of various Circle X vited their clubto thedance. Some ChairpersonTvlanisha Bhatt, A&S saults of BC womenon campus. most part, reacted favorably to
clubs throughout New England of the schools represented were '95. "It's gearedtoward children,
Brenda Crude. A&S *94, outtheir message.
gathered at Boston College Frifor UGBC
"This lsrs_>w it statte," Emily
Fairfield University, UMASS- but emphasized among all young reach
day night to dance the night away Amherst, Bridgewater State Coladults due to Jhe high number of Women's Issues and arally orgaJeep, A&S '95, said. "I think it's
lege, University of Maine at traffic deaths in the country.
to the groovy sounds of the '70s,
nizer said, "We wereoat there to a really goodidea. Peopleare not
"KPTI is a children's hospital tell students tounite for all of us. aware on this campus."
while helping raise money for a Orono, University of Southern
Maine, Rutgers University, Trengood cause.
in Boston that specializes in [The rally's] purpose was toraise
The proceeds from the dance ton State, Westfield State Colchildren'strauma injuries and is a awareness, and know that h is a
Rally, page 28
will benefit Boston's Kiwanis lege, and UNH.
pioneerin medical education;it is
?NEWS: CNN analyst Schneider and
"I think that one of the things affiliated with hospitals around
Pediatric Trauma Institute's
(KPTI) Bicycle and Seatbelt thatmakes Circle X unique is that the country, sharing knowledge
economist Vassiliou address BC, page 3.
Circle X members tend to make about pediatric trauma and it also
Safety Program.
?BUSINESS: Local banks' pros and cons:
Club members from throughintense friendships with members educates a lot of EMT's."
beyond the BayBank option, page 8.
Those in attendance enjoyed
out the region traveled to Boston from other schools," Curtis said.
Despite a low turnout of BC the social, but also emphasized
to attend thebig districtproject at
?FEATURES: Notre Dame and Thanksgivstudents, the function did raise the cause.
KPTI on Saturday.
ing: A tale of two turkeys, page 11.
Many attended the dance and money.
"This is a great excuse to get BOOK REVIEW IS
?SPORTS: Women's basketball preview;
Curtis admitted that it was a together, havefun andraise money
spent Friday night at BC with BC
BUSINESS
8
29 hockey splits with UNH, page 17.
CLASSIFIEDS
"tough weekend," because they for a good cause," Scott Pearson,
Circle X members.
CROSSWORD
16
"Because we figure everyone had to compete with students atCSOM '97, said.
DUSTBOWL
3 ?REVIEW: Reviews of Fools and A
11
is going to be down herefor KPTI tending the Notre Dame game or
"I wish there was more particiINSIDE BC
MUSIC
24 Midsummer Night's Dream, page 23.
day," said BC Circle X President returning home early for Thankspation from BC," Kirn Houlker,
7
OPINION
Paul Curtis, A&S '96, "we deSOE '97,said, "butfrom what we REVIEW
giving.
23 ?MUSIC: Review of Counting Crows'
cidedto have a fund-raiser tostart
"The Bicycle and Seatbelt got, it was great."
SPORTS
17 latest release, page 24.
By EMILY HANCOCK
Heights Associate News Editor
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By purchasing one of these mugs, you can
1. Receive 15% off any soda or coffee refill purchase
2. Easily carry it around by clipping it to your bookbag
3. Join other college students by using reusable mugs
and saving 1 billion paper cups
4. And most importantly, help save the environment!
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PURE mugs can be purchased for $2.00 at any of the following
locations:
Lyons Hall
The Club
The Eagles Nest
Walsh Deli
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Every hour, 60 robberies, 12 forcible rapes
and 3 murders take place.
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Free King Kong Burger or Chicken
Filet with Fries with the
purchase of a
\C oy\
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EAGLE DELI
Meal Plan: 21 - $5
coupons, a $105 value for $100.
These are good on everything, anytime

These coupons are transferable to your
roommates, friends, or anybody. Free
food offer ends 11/30/93.

Eagles Deli
1918 Beacon St., Cleveland Circle
731-3232 Fax 731-0210
We Deliver 5 pm - Close

STUDENTS
DON'T BE A VICTIM OF CRIME
PROTECT YOURSELF TODAY

____________
*
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NOW AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC
NEW 10% FORMULA PEPPER GAS
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

"?

KEYCHAIN SPRAYER
PURSE/ POCKET

BLACKBELT
DORM ROOM/ CAR

70% of assaults are near home, office, or car when your
keys are most likely to be in your hand.
* ONE SHOT STOPS ASSALIANT * EFFECTIVE UP TO 30 MESS.
* ACCURATE UP TO 8 FEET * ULTRAVIOLET DYE AIDS POLICE ED
* EFFECTIVE ONPERSONS UNDER INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL/DRUGS
* USED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES WORLDWIDE
* EFFECTIVE ON ANIMALS * ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE
THE ULTIMATE DEVICE FOR NON-VIOLENT PEOPLE

MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
TO: AMCAST CORP.
409 WASHINGTON ST. #225-BC
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
100% MONEY BACK GUAR.

KEYCHAIN $14.95 EA.
BLACK BELT $17.95 EA.
ADD $3.00 SHIP & HAND
TAX INCLUDED FOR STUDENTS
NOT SOLD TO MINORS
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New policy limits Vassiliou on NAFTA, conflicts
campus postings
By JOSEPH H. LEE
Heights Staff Writer

FormerPresidentofCyprus and
renowned economist George

By DENNIS GOETT
Heights Staff Writer
When walking across campus,
it is almost impossible to move
fivefeet withoutrunning into the
latestflyer or poster that seems to
be only a smallpart in the endless
seaofpaperwecalltheDustbowl.
Thelargenumberofpaper trails
havereachedsuch an extremethai;
the Office of the Dean of Student
Development(ODSD) has taken
official action on the posterproblem.
On November 5,1993, ODSD
releasedthefollowingguidelines:
1)All signs and posters used for
advertising-campus qvents must
be placed in appropriateareas inside McElroy or other University
buildings.
2) No signs orposters are allowed
to be taped to pathways
(Dustbowl), O'Neill Plaza, entrance to McElroy, side-walks,
stairs, railings, ceilings or windows.
3) Clubs and organizations disre-

Vassiliou addressed BC students
garding this policy will jeopar- Thursday night
about the conflicts
dize their privilege ofreserving
today and the economic
thatexist
spape on campusfor events.
challenges that will challenge the
"This new policy was mainly world the
in
future.
created to stop thestudents from
began his lecture by
Vassiliou
using masking tape 6tt the
commenting on the North Ameriground," saidAnn Morgan, assocan Free Trade Agreement
ciate dean of Student Develop- (NAFTA).
ment.-Morgan wanted it underHe said NAFTA did not origistoodthatthis policy was notmade
nate from the dreams of Prime
to stop students from advertising.
Minister Mulroney of Canada,
"Themain reason that this new
President
Bush of the United
policy was put into effect was
or President Salinas of
States
because of the number of comMexico, but because of the need
plaints that we(ODSD) were reto expand markets and communiceiving," Morgan said.
the western hemisphere.
The new posting regulations ties in
NAFTA, like the European
willprobably hit theUndergraduCommunity (EC), represents the
ate Government of Boston Colworld's continuing attempts at
(UGBC)
lege
organizations the
hardest, since most of UGBC internationalism.
Vassiliou then switched to the
eventsrequire a great dealpublic- mainsubject ofhis lecture how
ity.
to bring about theend ofconflict.
"This new policy creates a
Vassiliou referred to Hegel's
toughpredicamentfor ourdeparttheory that conflict would not end
ment," said Jessica O'Malley,
untsl the end of history.
A&S'94, co-directorofProgramHowever,he said many people
felt thatthe end ofconflict was at
New, page 21
hand when the Berlin Wall came

.

George Vassiliou

?

down in 1989
marking the beginning of the end of the Cold War.
"Many people, especially your history professors, felt they would
lose their jobs when they faced what they thought was the end of
history," Vassiliou said.
But Vassiliou said Hegel would have to wait, because conflict still
?

Nationalist, page 22

CNN analyst discusses current trends in politics
By MATT DUCSIK
Heights Staff Writer

last week.]

"The era of ideological politics
is over. Populist politics has begun."
With these words, CNN political analyst and O'Neill Professor

HEIGHTS STAFF

PHOTO/JEN QUINN

Pollster William Schneider addressed the current push toward
populism, NAFTA, and the 1996 presidential race last week.

Schneider talked about the political divisions of NAFTA, saying that it was bigbusiness against
the people. He then spoke about
NAFTA's most famous enemy,

"NewPopulism." This style, based
on pragmatism, populism, and
personalism, forces politicians to
now cater more directly to the

popular vote.

Schneider said, "Politics in its
Ross Perot. Schneider believed own way is mass-marketing. You
Perot's NAFTA stance could be figure out what people want and
of American Politics William his last stand in American poliwhat they are not getting." To
Schneider began his lecture, tics, because Perot is now being support his claim, he talkedabout
entitled, "New Populism in viewed by many as just another the conservative triumphs in the
American Politicsand theWorld." politician, rather than theoutsider '80s and .heir failure in the '90s.
Schneider, whoreceived degrees he claimedto be in the 1992 presiHe attributed this to the people
in Political Science from Brandeis dential elections.
being fed up with "politics as
and Harvard Universities, and has
Schneider proposed that after usual," and their choice to put the
been arespected analyst for CNN the Gore-Perot debate, public Democrats in full control.
since 1991, spoke at length about opinion finally shifted in favor of
Schneider challenged the Rethe North American Free Trade the trade agreement.
publican Party to adapt to the new
Agreement (NAFTA) and its ef"Perot is becoming a public politics. "Conservatives must
nuisance," Schneider said, "and prove that they can be pragmatic,"
fect on politics.
He predicted that NAFTA showed himselfto be just another Schneider commented. "George
would pass in Congress despite politician."
Bush will be known as the presiIn Schneider's opinion, the dent who blew the biggest lead
opposition. "Clinton wouldn't go
for it if he didn'tthink he had the NAFTA issue, as well as the reever. Politiciansdon't have much
votes," said Schneider, "He will cent summit talks [last year], time to be wrong."
marked the beginning of a new
get the votes he needs." [Editor's
brand ofpolitics, which he termed
Schneider, page 22
note: NAFTA passed Congress

Voices from the Dustbowl
by Geoff

Meek and Matthew West
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What do you think bfLouHoltz?

Joe Irish,
Class of'94

|6&l_*4

Hie Eagle,

CSOM '94

Lou Holtz,
ND Coach

Chris Collins,
A&S '94

'\u25a0He's a weenie!"

"He's cooL.uh huh
uh huh uh huh."

"It sucks to be

"He's Godly."

"He's a weenie. M

Lou."
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Coach O'Brien optimistic about hoop team
By CHRISTOPHER STEPHEN
Heights Assistant News Editor
Preparing for the '93-94 hoop
season, Eagles basketball head
coach Jim O'Brien and assistant
Rick Boyages discussed the futureoftheprogram and their hopes
for the upcoming Big East schedule last week during an informal
meeting with students.
Boyages praised O'Brien, saying. "0.8.is a player's coach, and
today that is hard to adhere to."
"He treats the players like he
treats everybody else," Boyages
continued. Boyages said that although the players are athletes,
they have the same obligations as
other students. "Just because
you're an athlete doesn't mean
you can coast through classes at a
school like BC."
"We share a commonality of
wanting to be part of the BC suc-

cesses. The football program is
good for the University, and we
would like to enhance that,"
O'Brien said.
"We stayed all summer and
worked to get stronger and
quicker," O'Brien said. "Every
team in the league knows each
other so well that you need any

edge you can

be successful."
Since
O'Brien's first
year as head
coach,
the
get to

mark on the program."
Then there is the real story of
the seniors
the discovery of

for the NBA,
but needs a
great season to

Gerrod Abram:

good prospect

?

"We get letters every day reading, 'We've got the greatest
player for you,'" O'Brien said.
"So, we always askfor a tape and
we always review it. That is how
we were fortunate enough to get
Gerrod, and we did no work to
get him."
O'Brien said he couldn't believe that the player he was watching on the videotape was only
recruited by Ferris State and
AmericanInternational. "We saw
the wildestgame you could imagine," O'Brien said.
"People wonder why Gerrod
does some of the things he does,

get into the

draft lottery.

Eagles have

"[Curley will]

gone from one
win, to seven,
to nine in the
Big East. Now,
he says, it is
time to make a
run at the title.
"We have no

make millions
for 10 years in
the NBA, and
if not, he could
make more in
Europe. They
would love
him over there.
He would be
the man in
France," he

underachieves on this
squad,"

O'Brien said.
"We are hunsaid.
As for guard
gry for a good
HEIGHTS ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR/COLIN'MCCARTHY
Malcolm
season."
BC basketballhead coach JimO'Brien and assistant coach Rick
O'Brien Boyages discussed their hopes for the 1993-1994 season last week. Huck a by
O'Brien said
sees the team
as one that has evolved with the and that is aresult of the increases that he wanted tocome here "since
in quality play of our current sehe was a little kid."
current seniors. "These seniors
have developed and improved niors."
Guard Howard Eisley was not
According to O'Brien, senior recruited by anyone at all. "We
since getting here," O'Brien said.
"Nowit is timefor them to step up center Bill Curley could havegone saw Howard in April of his senior
anywhere in the country to play. year in high school, which is very
and play at another level.
"The future of the program is
"Michigan, Notre Dame, late to look at a player for the first
extremely bright," O'Brien said. Duke...they all wanted him, but time," O'Brien said. "He worked
luckily he chose to come to BC." extremely hard and has made his
"We justrecruited five great kids,

,
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Learn a new culture 6 language
Let WorldTeach defer your student loans
Change your life while changing others
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Hostel Cards

All over the world people need somethingyou have. An education. Having an education can get people jobs. It can change lives. If you have a
college education, you can become a WorldTeach volunteer. As a volunteer
for WorldTeach. you'll contribute your knowlege and skills to students who
need them. And you'llfurther you own education in ways you've never
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but it all comes fromthe competition of his high school basketball career."
Midnight Madness hit the
Heights for the first time this
year, but not withoutreservations.
"I'm not a frillsy type of guy,"
O'Brien said.'Theadministration
wanted to hold it in Conte Forum, but I wanted it in Power
Gym, simply because I wasn't
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Controversy surrounds new GRE format
By DIANA PISCIOTTA
Heights Staff Writer

Educational Testing Service
(ETS) announced that the Graduate Record Examination (GRE),
taken by over 400,000 students
annually, will be the changing its
testing format from paper and
pencil to computers. The GRE is
a standard measuring tool for
graduate school applications.
Much like the SAT. the "old"
GRE contained two verbal, two
mathematical and two analytical
sections. The test was administered five times a year, and each
student taking the test had virtually the same experienceas any
other.
Due to new computer-based
technology, the ETS is hoping to
make the test more individualized and efficient in examining
student capabilities.
According to Tom Ewing.
spokespersonforETS. the impetus in changing the GRE was a
desire to "design a test thatwould
give us a broader picture of a
student'sabilitiesthen you could
get with a one size fits all type of
test, which is a paper and pencil
test."
The main difference in the new
test, beside the fact that it will be

taken entirely on a computer, is
that it adapts to each students
capability level. The test begins
with a question of average difficulty, and a correct or incorrect
answer determinesthe difficulty
level of the next question.
Therefore, answering harder
questions correctly will give the
applicants more points, rather
then scoring all questions evenly

as in the standard test.
The test will now be scoredvirtually immediately after it is taken,
ifiaking it possible to get scores to
prospective schools much more
rapidly then before. In addition,
there are incredible possibilities
with multiple choice tests, so that
onecan test a more specific area of
expertise.
"This new exam will show admissions officers how students
reason in an educational setting,
as well as showing critical thinking skills," Ewing said..
WhileETS is heralding the new
exam as the "test of the future."
there are people who find fault
with it. The Princeton Review, a
company that specializes in preparing students for standardized
tests, is the test's most notable
opponent.
The Princeton Review believes
the test holds too many possibilities for bias.
To begin with, students who are
not familiar with computers will
immediately be at a disadvantage,
since they will need to read entire
passages off of a computer.
Brett Gordon, director of the
Boston Princeton Review, explained the problem. "While not
everyone has equal access to a
computer, everyone growsup taking paper and pencil tests."

With the new test, there are no
chances to review answers, skip
questions, or mark up the passage
or mathematicalproblems the taker
is working on. When Megan

O'Conner, A&S '95. was told of
the change, she said. "I hate that
idea. I'm a tactile person. I need to
be able to mark up what I am
working on."

Another problem arises in the

fact that ETS feels they no longer
have to release copies ofthe exam,
thereforethey have very little reason to change the exams regularly. This gives groups like
PrincetonReview achance to take
the test frequently and be able to
reproduce entire vocabulary lists
and virtually know the contents
of the test.
The Princeton Review already
has such a list compiled, and "is

willing to give it to any student,
whether they are taking a course
with us or not," Gordon said.

When Ewing was informed

about some of the complaints regarding the new test, he insisted
this has been a long time in coming.
"This kind oftest iswhat people
have been calling for for years.
They complained that standardized tests are unfair and biased,
and this is the answerto that," he

said.

Other BC students had mixed

feelings about the new test. Travis
Buonocore, A&S '96, thought,
"The test has its faults, in the fact
that judging certain questions as
easy and hard is difficult to do."
lan Powers, CSOM '96, said,
"The idea of varying the test is
good, but it sounds complicated.
If they can find a way to make it
more comfortable for people, it
might work."

BCers raise funds for AIDS
and the AIDS Awareness Com-

By GLORIA BACKER
Heights Staff Writer

mittee

The annual AIDS Dance-AThon, which according to the
AIDS Action committee, is
Boston's biggest dance party, was
held Saturday night at Hynes
ConventionCenter toraise money

for the care of people with AIDS
and to help stop the spread of the
epidemic.
The exact figure offundsraised
has yet to be tabulated. According to Kirn Ochs, A&S '95, cochair of the Boston College Aids
Awareness Committee,there were
22,000 people in attendance.
"Afairnumberofpeople [from
BC] came, in comparison to the
two people who showed up last
year and raised close to $200,"
saidTara Cruickshank, A&S '95.
a member of the AIDSAwareness
Committee.
Ochs said BC was very well

represented. There were four
teams from BC, including BC
Law, Emerging Leaders Program,

?

which alone raised

nearly $2,000.
Brigitte Payette, A&S '95, cochair of the BC AIDS Awareness
Committee, said Greg Brown,

fromAIDS Action,was impressed
with the BC turnout.
The Dance-A-Thon offered
something for everyone. Various
dance floors includedalternative
music, reggae, disco, two-stepping, line dancing, and ballroom
dancing. One room offered quick
dance lessons. Payette said, "I
had a lotoffun. I learned to do the
two-step and the merengue."
The crowd included both heterosexual and homosexual men
and women, people of various
ages, and even some motherand
daughters, Ochs said. Various
teams includedBlue Cross/Blue
Shield, The Gap, area hospitals
and health care companies, and

private corporations.

Ochs was surprised by the
school and college
students attending. "It wasa party,
many high

not a spiritual, sad thing. The general theme was dancing, but there
was definitely AIDS awareness
with literatureand condoms available to encourage safer sex."

Cruickshank said, "It was easy
to forget why you were there. It
was like a party, but there were
things thatremindedyou why you

were there. It was educationaland
interesting."
Hallways with exhibits, a petitionfor more funding to be sent to
various state representatives, and
a table where books were being
made out of collages, poems, and
drawings peoplecreatedfrom their
impressions or experiences with
AIDS served to increase AIDS

awareness. The display will be at
the Museum of Fine Arts on December 1, World AIDS Day.
Both Payette and Cruickshank
expressed how interesting it was
to see so many different people
with different backgrounds coming together. "I really think AIDS
Actionraised a lotofmoney. Overall,

it was a success."
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Ncwember22-December4al993

Are you ready for Thanksgiving Break?

You're not unless

Get your Resumes ready NOW for RESUME COLLECTION WEEKS

**l
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your resume is!

Resumes due the week of November 29-December 3 for Organizations Recruiting January 24-February 4
Resumes due the week of December 5-December 10for Organizations Recruiting February 7-February 25
Sample of organizations and positions recruiting in January and February:
Cahners Pub. >hing-Editorial Assistants
American Management Systems-Consultants
Goldman Sachs-Financial Analys

Tufts Health Plan-HMO & PPO Policy Analysts

May Company-Executive Training Program

T.J. Maxx-MerchandiseAnalysts

Fund for Public Interest Research-Canvas Directors

Pflzer, Inc.- Sales Representatives

J.P. Morgan Co., Inc.-Global Tech.& Operations

AT&T-Account Exec, Business Network Sales

Andersen Consulting-Change Mgt. Svcs. Consultants

Kidder Peabody, Inc.-Invest. Bkg. /Fin. Analyst

"m&s&#D' <<s§&%&s&

Campus Recruiting Spring 1994 Schedules are available now at the Career Center! Pick one up today!
f-\ ...Including 100+ companies and Job Fairs in Atlanta, New York and Washington, D.C.

:
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How to Find A Summer Job/Internship Workshop
Wednesday, December 1, 1993, 4:00 PM, Higgins 307
JUNIORS: interested in gaining work experience before graduation? YOU CAN!
Get your foot in the door by getting an internship or summer job!
10th Semi-Annual INTERNATIONAL CAREERS FORUM
Saturday, December 4,1993, 9:30 AM-4.45 PM
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
V_3^

(2&)

Panels and Workshops include: »U.N. Employment ?Int'l. Law »Inf 1. Banking & Finance »U.S. Government.: State, Defense, & Intelligence
?Int'l. Bus. & Mktg ?Int'l. Media & Journalism "Int'l. Dvt. ?Environmental Protection "Peace Corps 'Int'l. Education
Registration Forms available at the Career Center. Pre-registration highly recommended: attendance is limited.
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A change in attitude is the first step
Several Boston College students joined together in protest
of the violence against women on campus this past week. In the
politicallycorrect passivity of the '90s, protests on campuses like
BC's are not only rare, but nonexistent.
It seems that in today's society, students have forgotten that
in order to make changes, whether it be in a university or society,
you have to make some noise. If the authorities fail to realize that
women on this campus are not going to accept rape, physical or
emotional, then they are not going to do anything to remedy the
problems. This is not to say that BC has not begun to take a few
small steps in the right direction as far as sexual-assault awareness is concerned. They have, but it must be remembered that the
changes made are only that: small steps.
Similarly, last week's rally is only a small step. Some
students laughed off the protest, stating that it accomplished
nothing. They are wrong. It is a change of attitude that is
necessary before anything else. It is difficult for a mere handful
of concerned women to fight for therights of 4,000 undergraduates, especially when there are still women scoffing at their
attempts. What we need is a revolution in attitude before there
can be an evolution of behavior.
What many BC students missed is the purpose of the rally,
which was only to increase awareness on this campus. It is
difficult to believe that with all the publicity, women remain
unaware that there have been several assaults on campus, that
one in four women are sexually assaulted in their lifetimes, that
close to 85 percent of rapes are by someone the victim knows.
If they are aware of all of these harshrealities, then why do
they continue to walk alone at night on campus or become
extremely intoxicated on dates or at parties and wind up at a male
"friend's" apartment? The point is, how can men be expected to
change their behavior and attitude if women are careless and
apathetic toward the violence against their own sex? How can
women expect these changes to be made if some of them are still
mocking those who decide to take action?
What BC needs more than anything is students, not just a
small number of aware females, but all men and women, to rise
up against the violence against women. If their voices are loud
enough and strong enough, there may be a chance of working
together towards some solutions.

Professors must
be able to teach,
not just publish
To the Editor:

As a senior graduating in December, I have recently begun to
evaluate my past three years at
Boston College. Although I feel 1
have received a satisfactory education, I do have one major concern. 1 feel BC is losing sight of
the value of a personalizededucation by putting extreme pressure
on all of its faculty members to
teachand research/publish. Many

of the professors find themselves
struggling to create a balancebetween the two. but are not necessarily successful. The end result:
students are being neglected becauseprofessors are inaccessible.
I blame this dilemma on the BC
administration because it is giv-

ing professors an ultimatum: publish or perish. Already I have seen
some great professors leave because they did not publish fast
enough.
Now, my all-timefavorite professor is facing this exact ultimatum. Even though he is an extraordinary teacherwho integrates

interesting, real-life cases from
his practice into his lectures and
is always available to his students,
he may have to leave if he does
not start publishing. I want to
know why he and other professors are being forced to compromise their teaching values and
teacher/student relationships to

accommodatethisunfairdemand.
Why can't there be exceptions?
Some of the best teachersare leav-

ing and it is the students who are
paying the price.
BC should stop trying to get the
best of both worlds in the case of
every professor because this demand will eventually diminish the
education students receive. Most
of us have come here for an education that entails strong teacher/
studentrelationships. In my opinion, BC needs to re-evaluate its
system before it is too late. Otherwise, how can BC expect its students "Ever to Excel" if they are

"Foreveron their Own?!"

Ellen Light
SOE -93

Students should fight
for what they believe
To the Editor:
On November 17, a group of
indignant women marched
through campus, chanting, "Five
assaults too many!" and "Hey,
hey! Ho, Ho! Violence has got to
go!" I must confess my immediate reaction wasone of astonishment. I was sitting at a table in
McElroy with a female and four
males when the paradepassed by.
The males at the table made
derisive comments aboutthe"lesbians" making an uproar. There
was no indication that the women
were homosexual; none of them
wore signs declaring their sexual
identity. I was shocked again, this
time by the assumption that any
female outraged by the assaults
made against her own sex is a
lesbian. Suddenly the stereotype
of all lesbians as militant femi?

nists or that of all feminists as
lesbians was thrown onto the caf-

eteria table. Such a supposition
also implies that heterosexual
womenare not and should not be
outraged by violence against their
own sex.
My visionof college is in keeping with the Socratic traditionof
a search for truth and goodness
through questioning. Irespect the
women who refused to be idle in
the face ofwhat they deem injustice. I can neither respect nor un-

derstand any student who cel-

ebrates prejudice and close-

mindedness over tolerance.
We are where our parents were
30 years ago. This time we have
to get more than just the fashions
to stick. I yearn for the day when
I meet more people who march
around campus demanding their
rights than 1 see marching around
campus wearing Birkenstocks.
Lucy Hermes Griesbach
A&S '97

RAs' authority should
be confined to campus
To the Editor:

This incident raised some questions about this off-campus RA
I am a junior living off-cam- program, since no one I knew had
pus. Although I did not choose ever heardabout it. Do these vans
this fate, I must say, I was not jusl drive around all night lookdispleased with the aspect of living for parties to bust? How are
ing on my own. Since I was a they sure they are at a residenceof
sophomore living in Kostka last a BC student? Is this not an invayear, the idea of my own apartsion of privacy, since those who
ment to roam around in, without live off- campus have nothing to
residential assistants to answer do with BC Housing? We arecomto, sounded like a huge relief.
muters for a year. We do not pay
This relief was short-lived, howroom and board. We pay rent to
ever, when one Friday night, to our landlords. We are residents of
my surprise, I learned that an RA Brighton or Brookline, notacamwas at my door. Only one of my pus dorm. Are we not the same as
roommates was home, and as she
other Brighton residents? Or are
was leaving, this RA poked her
these RAs permitted to question
head through the door and inthem also? At times that warrant
quired, "Is there anything going intervention, only other authorion up there?" The RA said that ties should be called upon. Let
there were complaints in the these authorities handle us and
neighborhood. Honestly, my keep the RAs on their hall duty.
apartment and theother two in the
Kristen Plishka
building were empty.
A&S '95
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Shall I
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AIDING THE BC BUS-A-THON
By Todd Gregory Morse

A column by Ed Barnaby, Michele
LaMura, and Geoff Meek.

Recently,

a Heights article
mistook the largest club
on campus for theski club.
What afaux pas. Of course, at the
wonderfully conservative Boston
College, the most frequented club
on campus is the BC College Republicans. What everyone failed
to realizethrough this whole misunderstanding is that it is quite
easy to mistake the College Republicans for the Ski Club; the
similarities are endless.
? Skiers avoid or jump over
obstacles; Republicans have the
same ability when it comes to
dealing with relevant issues.
? They are both out in the cold.

College Republicans should not be stereotyped
To the Editor:
After much thought about the
proper response to Ms.
Gunderson's article in last week's
Heights, I have decided it necessary to reply and set the record
straight regarding the informa-

tion in the article "College Republicans: A liberal's infiltration."
As the chairman of the College
Republicans at Boston College. 1
have seen and heard plenty of
liberally-biased stories about my

organization. I have taken these
in stride and usually decide to
prove them wrong insteadof complaining. Liberal bias is one thing,
but the blatant fabrication of
events and general unprofessionalism which riddle this article is
unacceptable.

First of all. my opening statement "The Republicans areback!"

was made in reference to the recent Republican victories in the
New Jersey and Virginia gubernatorial faces and the New York
City mayoral race, none of which

Correction
The photo of the Newtoninfirmary on page 13 in last week's
Heightsshould havebeencredited to the photographer,
Simron Puri.

LAST
CHANCE
The semester is
coming to a
closc.write a letter
to the editor for
the Dec. 6 issue of
The Heights before
it's too late.

I consider "local" elections.
Secondly. Gunderson portrays
our meeting as an adoration of
Rush Limbaugh. This is simply
untrue. The mention of Rush
Limbaugh during our meeting was
merely to inform our membersof
an upcoming event involving a

trip to his show. The "Ohh's" and

"Ahh's" which she claims to have
heard leads me to believe she left
more than just her "openmindedness and liberal attitudes"
at the door. As a matter of fact, the
people at the meeting simply listened to what was said and took

down the information.
"liberal attitudes"), the main inMs. Gunderson completely tent of this letter is simply to point
misses the real highlight of the out the article's misrepresentation
meeting, which was not the Rush of the facts and its unprofessiontrip, but the guest speaker,Michael alism.
Goetz, Esq., Deputy Director of
It is unfortunate that Ms.
the Massachusetts Republican Gunderson cannot completely figure out the "typical" BC College
Party, whom Ms. Gunderson neglects to mention by nameor title. Republican (all 650 of us), but
maybe she will realize that we,
This lack of respect and professionalism is simply unbelievable. like every other student at BC,
Once again, I would like to should not be stereotyped.
stress the fact that although Ms.
Gunderson'sarticle is shamelessly
DomAtteritano
biased to the left (so much for
Chairman of BC College
Republicans, A&S '95
"open-mindedness"and so-called

BC students should not lose
sight of importance of safety
To the Editor:
I am not writing this letter for a
sympathy vote. I want people on
the Boston College campus to
wake up and be aware of what is
really out there in the world. On
Friday, November 5, at 10 pm. I
got out of my car at a local hotel
and started walking toward the
entrance. I had taken 10 steps
when a cardrove up next to me. It
was not more than one inch away
from me, so I turned back to look.
I saw a man holding the strap of
my purse. Not thinking of it. I
tugged back at it. The man in the
car took off with my arm still
around my purse. I was pulled to
the ground and dragged across
the length of the parking lot on
my stomach, screaming for help.
Everyone around me just stared
in disbelief. 1 could not let go of
my purse because my arm was
caught. Finally, the man brought
out a knife and cut it off my arm.
I ran after the car screaming. 1
didn't even realize what I was
doing, until my father heard me
from inside of the hotel and cut
me off. The man got everything in
my purse, including things that

can never be replaced, like pictures, phone numbers and my
sense of security.
This was one of the worst experiences that I have ever had to go
through. Following the incident. 1
had to spend many, man) uncomfortable hours in a hospital having tests and X-rays while some
nurse told me that I could not
even go to the bathroom because
they thought I might have broken
a hip. It turned out thatI only had
many bruises and cuts all over my
body, not to mention that my
clothes were shredded. They gave
me crutches to help me get around.
The nightmare continued the
next day when they found parts of
my purse scattered around Ja-

maica Plain and Mattapan. The
police told me how my purse had
been ripped apart, but they did
have a few things. I went into the
worst parts

of

town to

retrieve

these things. There was little else
that the police could do.
I have since tried telling everyone that it was alright and that I
am okay now, but it is not true. I
have had nightmares every night
and I still start shaking every time
I think about it. People have been

Letters to the Editor

The Heights is printed
on 100% recycled paper.

very supportive, especially-the BC
police. Dean Chabator, Bob Jose,

Anne Brown, and some of my
friends. But it is strange because
you neverthink about these things

happening right in Newton.
I am writing this letter to tell
you that it does happen, so do not
be stupid. Always be aware of
what is going on around you. and
keep yourpurse or wallet closeby
your

side. Make a list of every-

thing in your wallet, including
credit cards and numbers to call
and cancel them. Do not keep a
lot of money or valuables in your
purse or wallet, and for everyone
who lives out of state, make sure
you have a local phone number
inside somewhere.
I am not trying to scare anyone,
but to think it doesn't happen on
BC campus is wrong, because it
happened to my friend this summer in McElroy during the daytime. Please, just be aware.
Chances of a police department
catching a mugger are slim, so
you have to do everything to help
yourself.

Jan Eberle
A&S '94

Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 300 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year ofgraduation, andphone number
(for verification purposes only).
The editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsiblefor all statements.

? Skiers wear ugly hats; Republicans should.
? They both love a good
snowjob.
? They bothlisten to Rush, one,
the pompous talk show host, and
the other, the band.
? Both ski boots and a Republican vote cost a lot of money.
?
?

Cold feet.
They share many common

values:

Republican: "So, what do you
think of broccoli?"
Skier: "Hate -it. dude." [They

embrace.]

? The ski club usually has a lot
of fun. Oh, I guess that's a difference and not a similarity
? The ski club accomplishes
goals and is beneficial to our
school community. Oh, I guess

that's*anotherdifference.
All right, we may be wrong.
Perhaps it is not that simple to
mistake members of the College
Republicans with the Ski Club. In
the spirit of individuality, there
are many differences which we
have, until now, overlooked, such

as:
?

Skiers thrive on cold air?

Republicans on hot air.

? If a skier wereto lean as far to
the right as a Republican, she

would fall over.
? Although they are both careful not to knock over flags, if a
skier'sflag touches the ground, he
doesn't burn it and bury theashes.
? Ski club meetings never include guest speaker, Michael
Goetz. Esq.. Deputy Director of
the Massachusetts Republican
party. (How do they survive?)
?
Republicans are often over-

heard saying, "The Republicans
areback!" Skiers sometimes yell,
"1 fell on my back!"
? Skiers love going downhill;
Republicans don't (they'll learn).
? Skiers love the hills, but The

Hill hates Republicans.
We are obviously being very
harsh and stereotypical, and we
apologize to anyone who is offended because we realize that
not all skiers wear ugly hats.
A Republican's Ode to Skiers
Shall [compare thee to a Robert Dole.'
Thou an more nimble and more tun lo
date.
Rough winds on skiers sometime lake
iheir toll.
And Bush's White House lease lies

expirate.

Sometimes 100 hoi Ihe air of Rush
doth blow,
And often is his big fat mouth agape.
From office all Republicans must go
By chance or scandal, like fair
Watergate.
Bui you. your pom-pommed hals shall

wear.

Nor lose possesionof those polls ihou
hast.
As often as Republicans lose iheirs.
When Murphy Brown made Quayle
play the ass.
So longas men can breathe or eyes can

see.

Republicans will fall, as others ski.
?inspired by a Shakespearean sonnet
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Local banks offer alternatives to prevalent Bay Bank
Three local banks offer many pros, few cons

By MICHELE LaMURA
Heights Editor-in-Chief

In college, oneofthe first things
you learn is how little you know.

For example, thereare millionsof
basic everyday functions for
which no one, not even your
mother, has prepared you?like
in what aisle the bread crumbs
are, how to throw a shot-put and
where to open a bank account.
Banking seemed simple when
Mom and Dad did it, especially
when you werestill young enough
to believe that if you ran out of
money, you just went up to one of
thosemachines orgot oneof those
neat and handy plastic cards. But
now, banking has become a harsh
reality, onewhich takesdiscipline,
planning and researching.
At Boston College, most studentsfall into the open,but greedy,
arms of Bayßank, since they have
a bank machine monopoly on
campus and have dominatedcampus bank account recruiting. Not
surprisingly, a BC Board ofTrustees member is also high up in the
ranks of Bayßank.
What most BC students fail to
realize, however, is that there are
otherbanks out there which offer,
similar, andoften better, banking
options.

Bank of Boston does not offer
student rates, but their cheapest
and simplest banking option is
called First Step, which costs
$2.50 per month forchecking and
$1 permonth for savings. Unlike
Bayßank and Shawmut, a Bank
ofBoston checking account does

not require a companion savings
account. So if you are interested
in only a checking account, then
Bank of Boston is your best bet.
Also, the First Step option al-

venient for students: the Stream
Line and Flat Fee.
Shawmut's Stream Line offers
afree checking account with companion savings. The StreamLine
account requires no minimum
balance, has no service charge
and allows unlimited ATM

lowsfor 10free checks and eight
Bank ofBoston ATM (automated
teller machine) transactions per
statement. Any checks or ATM Shawmut transactions. On the

,

Bank
Bayßank

_

,

Nearest
Location

,

Beacon Street
NewtonCenter

you are going to write over 21
checks every month. If you are
going to go over only once in a
while than you are better off with
the Stream Line. Keep in mind,
however, that if you write eight
checks in one month, that single
extra check costs you five additional dollars.

,

Account.
Cost
Student Value

*

Package: checking

and savings $5/mo.

account,

.

,

Interest
Rates

Points

Best

Checking: 0%
Savings: 2%

Bank machines on
campus

N

Boston

350 Chestnut Hill Aye.
ClevelandCircle
434-7920

First Step: $2.50/
month for checking,
$l/mo, for savings
Streamline:Free

Checking: 1-5% Savings account
Savings: 2%
optional, interest
rates, branch
accessible"by BCbus

Shawmut

cie^eltTc!rcl_ lAVe

pee: checking
and savings $8/r_o.

Checking: 0%
Savings: 0%

Bank of

V

\m££
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transactions exceeding these cost other hand, there is no interest
$.75 each.
rate for this banking option, you
UnlikeBayßank and Shawmut, can only writesevenor lesschecks
Bank of Boston provides interest perstatementandShawmutATMs
rates for both their checking and are few and farbetween.Furthersavings accounts, currently 1.5 more, extendingbeyond the seven
percent and 2 percent, respecchecks, results in theinitialcharge
tively. Another redeeming factor of $5, as well as $.25 per check.
Shawmut's Flat Fee account
of Bank of Boston is its convenient branch location in Cleve- option also requires no minimum
land Circle, accessible by the BC balance and has unlimited
bus.
Shawmut ATM transactions, but
Another banking option is provides no interest. This option
Shawmut, which also offers no costs a hefty eight dollars per
specific student-rate package, but month,but allows unlimited check
writing. This is only worth it if
has two accounts which are con-

The Bayßank Student Value
Package, which has been shoved
down the throats of most BC students, costs $5 per month, with no

minimum balance requirements
and unlimited Bayßank ATM
transactions.
The only constraint is that you
must write under eight checks per
month. Beyond this limitation, the
cost is $.75 per check. Unlike
Shawmut, Bayßank currently offers a 2 percent interest rate on
savings accounts, but a zero interest rate on checking.
The Bayßank Basic Checking

however, costs only

$2.50 per monthand also permits
you to write under eight checks
per month. Unfortunately, you are
charged $.75 per ATM transac-

tion beyond four.
If you prefer to do all of your
banking at BC and do not mind
making deposits into ATM machines, then your one and only
option is Bayßank. As far as ATM
machines go, Bayßank wins the
other two by a landslide; they
have over 1,000 ATMs and 200
branches in the Boston area. Bank
ofBoston andShawmutbothhave
under 100 bank machines in the
Boston area.
On the other hand, ifyou prefer
to make directdeposits and withdrawals within the actual banks,
Bank ofBoston andShawmut are
better options than Bayßank. Both
of the former have branches in
Cleveland Circle, accessible by
the BC bus, whereas the nearest
Bayßank branch is in Newton
Center.

Of course, there are some basic
similarities among these three
bank accounts which make some
of the decision-making simpler.
At all threebanks, bouncedchecks
cost $20 each andreturned checks,
$s.Allprovide24-hourautomated
customer service and over-thephone banking.
So, the next time you throw
that shot-put through your
neighbor's window and you are

forced to pay the bill, you can find
some consolation in the fact that
at least you picked the right bank
account.

Stock of the week porfolio rapidly increases 13 percent
BY JOHN K. DEMPSEY
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT
BUSINESS EDITOR
During the past two terms, I

havechosen an assortmentof different stocks in a varied amount
of areas as "Stocks of the Week."
From the gold-recovery industry
to electronics to the gaming industry. Althoughmost of thepicks
were based on anticipated, longterm returns, some did quite well
in the short term.
Many people claim that picking stocksis a science and all you
need to look at is the P/E ratio or
other such statistics.

Although

these numbers are helpful, they
do not even begin to reveal the
most important things about a
stock. These numbers can be dcCOMPANY

and in the way some investors
Motorola has gotten a huge view these companies. They conamount of press as of late; the tinue to be very strong stocks that
stock has skyrocketed during the will do much better in the future.
IGTand Mirage Resorts. IGTdid past year. Some claim that it is a
One aspect of investing in
extremely well, splitting 2 for 1 good idea to sell it now while the stocks is the confidence to stay
after its appearance in "Stock of stock isstill high. They claim that with strong prospects even if they
the Week," thendoubling from its the stock is overpriced and will do badly in the short term. Stocks
purchasing price. Mirage has not only decline. However, the firm do fluctuate, and selling a stock
done as well in the short term, but still has a promising future as a because of one bad day is not
this is due mostly to profit taking world leader in the electronics advisable. This is not to say that
and portfolio adjustments by in- industry and will continue to in- investors should never second
vestors after the stock split 2 for crease as soon as all the "band guess themselves becauseevery1. The sell-off was also due to wagon" investors sell all of their one can make incorrect initial assessments. However, smallflucprofit-taking after the huge pubholdings.
licity that Mirage encountered
Most of the companies thathave tuationsshould not scare thewellwith the opening of its new Trea- appeared as "Stock of the Week" informed investor.
sure Island Resort and the demoThe "Stock of the Week" portas oflatehave not faired extremely
lition of the Dunes Hotel. Both of well in the short term, including folio has done quite well so far,
thesecompanies have very promStarbucks and AmericanBarrick. and as time goes by, it should
stumbled upon.
ising futures and continue to be These failures are attributable to continue to do as well, if not betThe gaming industry has done very attractive long-term holdminor fluctuations in the market ter.
SYMBOL jEXCHANGE DATE PURCHASED [DATE SOLD PURCASE PRICE [ SELLING PRICE
% CHANGE

i

INTERNATIONAL GAME TECHNOLOGIES
THE LOWEN GROUP INC.
FISHER PRICE INC.
MOTOROLA INC.
ASA LIMITED
PAYCHEX INC.
SNAPPLE BEVERAGE INC.
THE BOMBAY COMPANY INC.
'
MIRAGE RESORTS INC.
CANANDAIGUA WINE COMPANY
MAY DEPARTMENT STORES CO.
CINCINNATI MICRORAVE INC.
CARNIVAL CRUISE LINES INC.
STARBUCKS CORP
AMERICAN BARRICK. RESOURCES CORP.
TOTAL+/-

very well in the past and looks as
if it will do equally well in the
future. Two of the most promising companies in this industry are

ceiving, as a company may be
doing poorly at present, yet has a
new, incredible product that will
takethe marketplace by storm. A
good technique to follow is to
keep your eyes and ears open and
lookfor new products or services
that may do well or might even
revolutionize their respective
markets. After finding such a
product, the best course of action
is to look up information on the
company. Thebest texts to examine are annual reports, articles in
newspapers, and reports by investment firms. Although it is
possible to go out and expressively seek out companies with
such potential, some of the most
promising stocks are merely

IGT
LWNGF
FPP
MOT
ASA
PAYX
SNPL
BBA
MIR
WINE A
MA
CNMW
CCL
SBUX
ABX

NYSE

I

NASDAQ
NYSE
NYSE
NYSE

NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NYSE

NASDAQ
NYSE

NASDAQ
NYSE

NASQAQ
NYSE

111

3/18/93
3/25/93
4/1/93
4/15/93
4/22/93
9/9/93
9/16/93
9/23/93
9/30/93
10/7/93
10/14/93
10/21/93
10/28/93
11/4/93
11/11/93

ings.

11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93
11/17/93

I

11/17/93
11/17/93

15 1/8
17 5/8
20.25
73
41
31.25
25.125
46.5
29.125
22 7/8
43.25
7.5
47 5/8
25.5
29.75

II

445.75-

11/17/93

30
23.75
36.25
99.75
49 1/8
34.75
22 7/8

I

;_

38~"

22 5/8
24 3/8
44 5/8
8 7/8
43.5
24
29.25

]

502.5

~

I

98%
35%
79%
37%
20%
11%
-9%
-18%
-22%
7%
3%
18%
-9%
-6%
-2%
13%
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CSOM brings Jane Jacobs and Urban Planning to BC
By KAREN M. CRINCOLI
Heights Business Editor
Jane Jacobs, an accomplished
writer in urban planning, spoke at
a convention held for two days at
Boston College.
The convention entitled "Jane
Jacobs: In Conversation" was actually a series of three panel presentations and discussions based
on Jacob's most noted works
Death and Life of Great American Cities, Economy of Cities
and Systems of Survival: A Dialogue on the Moral Foundations
of Commerce and Politics. The
topics discussed were primarily

Convention centers on cities, economics, and ethics

also discussed by panelists.

Jacobs, herself, noted that
Death and Life is based on the
premise ofhow things work. She
noted that Americans are starting
to getaway from thislineof thinking, but need to return to it for the

planning decisionsof today.
"The job of this generation is to

Jacobs noted that successful cities came before agriculture

"The political power and financial interests were split down the
middle... It is amazing urban renewal happened at all in Boston."
In response, Jacobs agreed and

nomics. Boston College), Edward
Glaeser (Economics. Harvard

added that "The greatest force on
a city is not what is happeningon
the outside, but what is happening on the inside."

This discussion circulated
around the idea of cities being
prime economic centers due to
population, availability of labor.

through trade and trading settlements.

and Francis
University),
McLaughlin (Economics, Boston
College).

"There was a rural prosperity
dependency on city growth and
prosperity," she said.
Jacobs suggested caution in
emphasizing a dependency on efficiency, saying thatcreativework
cannot be done as efficiently as
an assembly line.
"We can't turn up our nose at
creativity and innovationbecause
they are inefficient, just like you
cannot turn up your nose at a child
because they are not profitable,"
said Jacobs.
Systems of Survival: The Argument and Applications
Panel members for this dis-

cities, economics and ethics.
The conference, which drew a
crowdedaudience of both teachers and students, was hosted by
the Wallace E. Carroll School of
Management, with a special note
to the work of Richard Keeley, in

conjunctionwith theLonergan Institute, made possible with the
support of The General Cinema
Foundation andThe Barker Foundation.
The Legacy of"Death and Life"
for Understanding Cities
Panel membersfor this discussion included moderator Patrick
Byrne (Philosophy, Boston College), Joseph Berridge (Berridge
Lewinberg Greenberg, Toronto),
Robert Campbell (architect and
critic, Boston), ThomasO'Connor
(History, Boston College), John
Sewell (former Mayor, Toronto).
The present transition of the
city was discussed during this

panel, as was the ever growing
role of people in planning. The
negative effect of government
regulation, such as subsidies and
environmental regulation, were

cussion included moderatorJohn
J. Neuhauser (Dean, Carroll
School of Management), Mary
Ann Glendon (Harvard Law
School), EdwardKane (Finance,
Carroll School), Frederick
Lawrence(Theology, Boston College), andMichael McFarland S.J.
(Computer Science, Carroll
School).

MEAD
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Jane Jacobs was both the focus of and a participant in the lively and insightful conference.
see that these important changes

proximity of people, ideas and
resources, and the variety of opof Cities
Panel membersfor this discus- portunities offered there.
"Human ingenuity exists posion included moderator David
Warsh (columnist and author, tentially everywhere, but cities
Boston), Richard Arnott (Ecofoster it best," said McLaughlin.
Understanding the Economies

are made," said Jacobs.
Of particular interest was the
discussion of the continuing process of urban renewal in Boston.

Thomas O'Connor noted that

This discussion dealt with ethics in many fields, including politics and management. Also,
unique perspectiveson ethical applications and implications in the
fields of Finance, Theology, and
Computer Science were explored.
Jacob's book, Systems of Survival: A Dialogue on the Moral

Foundations of Commerce and
Politics, on which the discussion
was based, dividesthepopulation
into two different groups:the commercial group, or "raiders" and
the guardian group, or "traders."
These two distinct roles were
throughly exploredthroughout the
discussion.

BC's VITA program BC card offers credit and school spirit
offers tax assistance
By KAREN M. CRINCOLI
Heights Business Editor

By DOMINGO A. MOREIRA
Heights Staff Writer
The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program, which
provides local residents with income tax support, has begun signup operationsthis past week. The
program is sponsored by the InternalRevenue Service (IRS) and
coordinatedby a groupof student
leaders. Basically, the program
asks volunteers for a limited
amount of. time between March
and early April.

There are norequirements other
than attending two mandatory
training sessions on February Ist
and Bth from 6:30 pm to 9:45 pm.
Best of all, the volunteer sets up
his orher own time. A student can

contribute as much as he or she
wants to thisproject, be it three or
thirteen hours. It's a great way to
enhance a resume and get some

professional experience.
Among the different locations
to whichstudents will be shipped
out are community centers,
churches, housing projects and

One can purchase many things
with the BC logo on it: books,
clothing, even condoms with the
famous maroon and gold stamp.
What most people are not aware
of, however, is that students can
havethat maroon and gold on the
credit card they use for their purchases, as well.
TheBostonCol lege
Visa card is offered |0j

elderly centers. Usually, the
amount of time spent at these locations varies from half a day to
part of a weekend.

Last year,over 100CSOM students participatedin the program,
and this year, coordinator Gerald
Holtz expects about the same
amount.
"Indications are good at this
time that we will have as much or
moreinvolvementthan last year,"
says Holtz. Thirty-five different
sessions were set up last year,and
this year, through the efforts of
the student leaders, a similarnumber of sites are being set up to
reach local residents.
Students skilled in computers
and foreign languages are needed,

through ajoint venture Sjl
of BC's Alumni Asso- IB
ciation and MBNA n

in the country. We feel that it is a
good bank for this job because
they are committed to affinity
cards and their reputation is excellent in customer service,"said
Maura Scully, Assistant Director
of the Alumni Association.
The card is being offered to
BC undergrad seniors, graduate
students, and alumni. The card is
not,

however,available to

______*

_i»
'*:_____

______r

AmericaBank. The new m
card is an affinity card, H
which means that onehalf lfl

9J

as well. In fact, those students
men, sophowho have these skills can get an arships awardedto children fH
extensive amount of experience of BC Alumni who want to
mores or juniors.
and practice from this program.
"The Alumni Association dego to BC. Last year, five scholarAll students who are interested ships of $4000 (over a four year cided not to offer the card to all
in participating in this program period) were given out. This year students because sometimes stucan pick up a volunteer form in five more will be awarded.
dents get into credit problems.
the accounting departmentoffice
There are two types of BC The Association didnot want stuin the ServiceBuilding, room 103. cards: the preferred card, whichis dents' first experiencewith them
Students are urged to sign-up as available to all eligible applicants, to be negative," said Scully.
There are privileges to signing
soon as possible.
and the Gold Card, which is available to alumni only.
up for the BC card. One autoThe BC card has now been in matically gets auto rental colliexistencefor sevenyears. MBNA sion/loss damage deductible inAmerica bank only recently besurance for tip to $15,000 free of
came the bank with which the charge when using thecard to pay
card is in conjunction, but the for the rental. In addition, one
Association is confident that this can get reimbursed up to $3000
bank is a good choice.
for lost checked luggage, and up
"MBNA is the third-ratedbank to $300,000 accidental death or

Gerald Holtz is busy preparing for this year's VITA program.

PHOTH/SIEMRIGANTS

The program also offers free
registration of all a user's credit
cards. If any cards are lost or
stolen MBNAwill notify the card
issuer and order a replacement
card. Also, additional cards for
qualified family members arefree.

Se

are also perks to the
:ard payment plan. Uscan choose to pay 2.5
cent of their balance, or
5 (whichever is higher),
eh month. For the first
x months the user has
le card, cash advances
lave an APR of 12.9 per:ent.

percent of each purchase «j
made goes to the BC
Alumni Association. This \u25a0
money goes toward schol- H

PURt

dismemberment insurance if the

plane, train, bus or ferry ticket
was charged to the card.

After that, stu-

dentshave an APR of 18
percent, while the lessrisk alumni have an APR
of 16.9 percent with a variable
rate of 14.9 percent.
"There are more lenient standards for students in the application process because we understand that they don't have jobs.
That is why their APR is higher,"
said Scully.
The Preferred Card has an annual fee of $25, while the Gold
Card has an annual fee of $40.
For both cards, the annual fee is
waived the first year.
"Some people want thecard for

credit and the cash advances.
However, many people want it
because it shows pride in their
school, Boston College," said
Scully.

There will be no Business meeting this week.

$$$
o

Next Meeting:
November 29 at 4:30
McElr°y m
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Handwerk Fund-raiser
There will be a scholarship fundraiser in memory of Jeff Handwerk,
A&S '93, during the Thanksgiving
holiday. The event will be held on
Friday, November 26 at 7:30 pm at
the Sonsof Italy on Kingshell Road
in Braintree. For $20, thefund-raiser
includes a buffet, DJ and Karaoke.
All friends of Jeff and membersof
the BC community are welcome to

DRAWING COURTESY OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

The proposed stadium design, shown here from the Beacon Street side, includes reconstructing
the lower tier of seats, moving them closer to the field, and adding two upper tiers of seats in the
end zones. Elevator and stair towers will be constructed on all four corners of the stadium.
pansion. Apublic benefitspackton College administrators are
have received favorable reaction from both members of the age, including an outline of curreaching out to members of the
BC community and neighbor- rent activities in Brighton and Chestnut Hill community in order
Allston,such as a nationalyouth to gain their input on the newest
hood associations.
sports program and summer architectural design and traffic
On-street parking was replans outlined in the DPIR.
duced from 8400 spectators in computer camp, is included.
Also, a supplementalcommua 92
Doug Whiting, director of Pub1992 to 700 in 1993
percent reduction. In 1994, it is nity benefitspackage is currently lic Relations for BC, said that on
expected that only 1 percent of being developed.
Tuesday, November 23, BC will
spectators will use on-street
Although no figures for the sponsorapublic meeting to discuss
parking, even with the increase cost of construction are avail- the newest outline for stadium exof 12,000 stadium seats.
able at this time, BC stated in pansion. The meeting will be held
The DPIRalso answered BRA the DPIR that it has contracted at the Veronica Smith Center on
queries concerning the environRichard White and Sons, Inc. to Chestnut Hill Drive at 7:30 pm.
mental impacts and infrastrucconstruct the Alumni Stadium
Another public meeting will be
Addition Project. Architectural held Wednesday, December l at
ture components of stadium exResources Cambridge, Inc. is 7:30 pmin theSheaFunction Room
in Conte Forum. Students, faculty,
developing the design.
In its continuing attempt to administration and community
members are encouraged to attend
receive approval for the expansion of Alumni Stadium, Bosboth meetings, Whiting said.
?

Capucino's
Holiday Solution.

ATTENTION NEWS WRITERS:

A Capucino's Gift Certificate.

Next news meeting is November 29 at 4:30
in McElroy 113
expected,
Old writers
new writers encouraged
Come share turkey leftovers!

Make your holiday shopping deliriously easy.
Give a Capucino's Gift Certificate for dinnerfrom
our award winning menu of over 50 entrees. Or our
Sunday Brunch with a choice of over 20 different entrees.
Available in any amount It wrapsup quality, service
andvalue all in one
|

Hey Eaglelites!
Need a Haircut? Perm? or Color?

-^^^sanm^^^^.

Just drop by or call
one of our locations
and a Manager will
be happy to fill your

holiday needsfor that
someone special.

CHANTELLE HAIR
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is offering great prices! Take a peek:
$12
Men's Haircuts
$16
Ladies Haircuts
20% off all waxing

piL

attend.

Winter vacations cheap!
The Greater Boston Council of
AmericanYouth Hostels is sponsoring four budget travel workshops in
December and January. The focus
of these workshops is to provide
individuals with basic information
on how to enjoy a winter vacation,
inexpensively and safely. Where to
ski and sun on a shoestring budget,
planning, shoppingfor the best deals
and staying safe and healthy while
traveling will be covered. The meetings will, be held at The Interna-

tional/American Youth Hostel
TravelService Center at 1020Commonwealth Avenue in Boston at 7
pm on December 2 and 9, and January 13 and 27. For more information, call (617)731-6692.
Need a summer job?
University Painters is looking for
highly motivated,hardworking college students for Summer Management positions. If selected, these
students will put their classroom
experience to practical use in the
real business world, while at the
same timeearning $8,000 to $ 10,000
this summer. Student Managers will
learn to advertise,market, and oversee their complete business operation. They will learn how to hire,
train, and manage 8-12 other college .students who will be working
for them. Call (800) 879-2656 for
more information. Applications
should be postmarked no laterthan
December 1.

THE HEIGHTS

Parking problems addressed in plan

PARKING NOTICE
Continued from page 1
In accordancewith football parking regulations, all vehicles must be included the use of high occuremoved from campus by 11 pm the pancy vehicle permits for the
night before a home football game. Beacon Street garage, satellite
Remember that the football game parking lots and promotion of
this week is on Friday, November MBTA ridership.
For the 1994season, the DPIR
26. Therefore, all vehicles must be
estimates that MBTA ridership
moved off campus by 11 pm Thursfor home games will be at 30
day, November25. Vehicles parked
percent, and BC is prepared to
after
will
campus
this
time
on main
T stop at the MWRA
be towed at the owner's expense. build anew
Building to be used
Waterworks
Students with resident parking peronly on football game days.
mits who will be leaving their veFor 1994the park-and-charter
hicles on campus over the Thanksbus lots will have a total of 4000
giving holiday break should move parking spaces available, at the
their vehicles to the Newton CamNeedham Industrial Park,
pus prior to theirdeparture. Vehicles Honeywell Bull/Barry Controls
withoutparking permits and vehicles in Brighton, Newton Campus and
with commuter stickers are not al- Newton Country Day School.
lowed topark on campus during any However, 1994 spectators are
part of the Thanksgiving holiday expectedto only usean estimated
2950 spaces, which gives BC an
break.
excess of spots available,should
the need arise.
World AIDS Week
These parking plans were deIn recognition of next week as
vised by independent consult"World AIDS Week," Monday, November 29, the HBO Movie "And ants fromRizzoAssociates, Inc.;
on-street, gametheBand Played On" will be shown a result of the
on Boston and
day
parking
ban
The
pm.
drama
in Higgins 304 at 7
Newton streets implemented last
delves into how the U.S. governsummer. The plans, which have
ment has handled and is handling substantially reduced traffic and
the AIDS epidemic. On Tuesday, parking gridlock on game-days,
November30, theshort movie "The
Los Altos Story," which shows how
a small community deals with the
disease as it hits the people closest
to them, willbe shown in O'Connell
House. Wednesday, December 1 is
World AIDS Day, and the Pulitzer
Prize-winning epidrama "Angels in.
America" will be shown at the Museum of Fine Arts at 7:30 pm,. Admission is $12. A panel discussion
involving BC students and faculty
will close out the week on Thursday, December 2 at 7:00 pm in
Higgins 307.
»
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Located in the heart of Newton Centre at
765 Beacon St., 969-4020
Just bring your BCID and this acl
Hope to see you soon!

Value is always on our menu.

.

ggSapucino's*

BROOKLINE
617-731-4848

CAMBRIDGE
617-547-8228

J. Ristorante Italiano

Free Valet Parking
in Cambridge.

FRAMINCHAM
SAUGUS
508-872-1231 617-23.-3765
\u25a0
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
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Earn Extra Cash!
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Available in January!

We will have a number of full and part time temporary
clerical jobs available in our Port Washington and Syosset
locations. Starting salary is $5.25-$6.75/hour depending on
assignment. No previous experience is necessary.
Men and women who are at least 18 years of age, who
wan to work in pleasant surroundings, and could use a few
extra
can come in and fill out an application. Call the
personnel department for directions.

*

PUBLISHERS
house

clearing

I

I

PORT WASHINGTON:

382 CHANNEL DRIVE

PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
516-883-5432

SYOSSET:
6901 JERICHO TURNPIKE
SYOSSET. NY 11791
516-496-0249
An equal opportunity employer. M/F
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inside BC
"All the news that fits, we print."

McElroy turkey? A Thanksgiving on campus
By AMY GUNDERSON
Heights Staff Writer

The aromaof turkey and pumpkin pie, a table full of relatives
arguing over politics and a huge
mess to clean up in the kitchen:
these are all of the componentsof
a perfect, well, maybe not quite
perfect, Thanksgiving dinner.
For most students, Thanksgiving signifies a time to make a
short visithome. This is justlong
enough to have Mom, or Dad, do
your laundry, catch up on the latest gossip with some old friends
and eat a couple of delicious
home-cooked meals, without having to use a plastic tray.
However, not everyone has this
luxury. For varying reasons, some
students remain on-campus for
the holiday. Internationalstudents
are simply too far away to go
home for only a couple of days.
800Tan, A&S '96, hailingfrom
Malaysia, said that he is not bothered by the fact that he cannot go
home. He commented, "I am just
going to hang around campus."
For some students, the holiday
just means acouple days off from
classes and some time to relax.
Well, Thanksgiving is a distinctly
American holiday anyway, so it is
not surprising that it is not a big
deal to a foreign student.
The campus will not be completely deserted since there is a
football game on Friday. Band
members areone group that must
remain on-campus because of the
game.
Evan
Band
member
Moorehead, CSOM '97, said, "I
will miss going home. It will be
strange being on-campus, but it
won't be that bad because people
from other sports are here, too."

Moorehead plans to go to a
friend's home for Thanksgiving
dinner. That seems to be a popular option for those students with
generous friends who find it difficult to go home over the break.
The great thing about Thanksgiving dinner is that it tends to be
fairly the same no matter where
you go. You can pretty much
count on eating turkey, stuffing
and cranberry sauce. There are
rarely any surprises, so you do

some of the great

restaurants

in

Boston, or at least plan to order
out.
Remaining on-campus over the
hoi iday does nothave to~l_e allthat

bad. The campus should be pretty
quiet, creating a perfect atmosphere for lotsof studying! While
doing this you can think of all of
the airport hassles being avoided.

When you do finally make the
trip home for Christmas, you are
sure to appreciate the comfortsof

home even more.

not have to worry about what is
being served if you do go to a
friend's house.
Any students without plans for
Thanksgiving dinner should feel

free to contact Father Ted Dziak.
Hmmm, Thanksgiving with the
Jesuits. It could turn out to be an
enlightening experience.
Even though a substantial portion of the students leave for the
break, BC does not close down.
All of the residence halls will
remain open. However this does
not mean that BCis completely
open. There arespecial hours for
such services as dining.
Potentially, the biggest prob-

lem for those students remaining
here over the break may be find-

ing a place to eat. Pretty much
everything will be closed from
Wednesday, November24. However, the Faculty Dining Room
will beopen for allmealsthrough-

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO / BECKY YANG

Moststudents willbe packing their bags and heading hometo theirwarm hearthsand family dinners.
Some of thosefrom more distantlocales will not be making that journey thisyear. The only turkeys
they see will be playing at Foxboro over the weekend.

the break.
On Friday, November 26, due
to the football game, theCafe and
Walsh will be open, Most dining
areas will re-open on Sunday,
November 28.
Since most dining areas willbe
closed, the eating options for the
remaining students will be pretty
limited. This appears to be the
ideal time to take advantage of
out

Electives lacking
blow-off courses
By SHELBY CARTER
Heights Staff Writer

Amidst all of the registration
rush for the most interesting
classes with the popular professors and possibly a traditional

"blow-off to ease the work load,
many students must choose an
elective. Elective?that denotes
a class that you "elect" to take,
not one demanded of you by the
Core or your major.
While at some universities,

electives include Pistol Marksmanship and Racquetball 101,
Boston College electives areconfined to the more academic disciplines. Physical Education is a
distant high-school memory, and
BC students must find timefor a
jog or a tennis lesson in between
Philosophy of the Person and the
Cultural History of Modern Europe.
Kerri Langan, SOE '95, would
like to see BC offer physical education electives. "It would be a
big stress reliever. People are so
stressed-out, and they won't take
the time to workout. If it were
part of the course load, people
wouldbe forced to take the time
to relax," Langan says.
At our athletic nemesis, The
University ofNotre Dame, no student graduates without passing
through five "rotations"of physical education. The options for
rotations are grouped into two
categories: Life Skills, such as

aid and self-defense, and
Physical Skills, such as ice skating and weighttraining.
Not everyone meets Notre
Dame's credit-free physical edufirst

cation requirement with enthusiasm. One freshman comments:
"It doesn'tenhancethe education
here. It just takes away from
study time."
Boston College student Scan
Flahaven, A&S '95, agrees. He
feels that a physical education
requirement would detract time
from extracurricular activity involvement. "Students should be
able to come up with a personal
program ofexercise. You can do
it on your own time," Flahaven

said.

Auburn University grants two

credithours to studentswho elect
to enter a class offered by the
"Health and Human Performance" department. Ifthatisnot
enough, students at Auburn are
given the option of majoring or
minoring in physical education.
Among the most bizarre electiyes.

Trampoline Skills, Flower Arranging, and Angling [fishing
skills in bait and fly casting] are
listed in Auburn's '93-94 catalog.
But, back to reality and the
Corss catalogue at Boston
College...ln all likelihoodßC studentswill neverface the dilemma
overwhethertoregister forbowling or scuba diving.

The man who would know the
best what courses will and will
not be offered in future years is
Academic Vice President Will-

iam B. Neenan, SJ.
"I'd be very surprised if BC
ever created such a department.
It's really not part of our mission
in education, which is not to say
that it is not important," Neenan
said. Case closed.

Above, BC fans began lining up outside Conte Forum before 9:00 pm on Saturday to hail the
conquering heroes, who returned at approximately 10:15 pm. Below, students celebrated the
victory in Indiana by rushing the field and tearing up the sod in the Fighting Irish's end zones.
There is only one story this weekthat we willrememberfor a long timeto come. Years from now, former
students-will teU their gr&MJcMdraytbout
the goal post in Alumni the weekend we won the Holy War.
athleticaUy-repressedJ'orsometime.That ended on Saturday when
Boston Collegehas been
the pigskin gracefully left David Gordon's left
through the upri
farsftom a foregonec__f§k*_#roP_w_-'y fan from South Be_Pie dr_.stni_t H? held
his or herbreath andwatchedas the kicking crew tookthe game in their hands or theirfeet, if you prefer.
PHOTOS BY =""?* HANC CK AN STACEY WVRWA
Then there was the snap. The kick. The gasp.
B
From the Fighting Irish's field to various points on
Lower campus, everything was set right for one brief
moment. For that, we are thankful to the Eagles.

somewhat
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Sunrise and study: BC companions
Best
Bets
for the
By EILEEN P. BROWN
Heights Staff Writer

A wise senioronce told me that
pulling all-nighters was akind of
masochistic tendency.
The same friend told me that
some people can go straight
through two days without any
sleep, while others need at least
an hour or two.
By my sophomore year, I
should have learned that I can't
pull all-nighters in the true sense
unless I want to collapse the following day.
In my fatigue-induced stupor,
inspiration cured my temporary
writer'sblock: why not speakwith
a few experts and write about the
art of the all-nighter? Remembering whichex-floormates took
up second addresses in the study
lounge last year. I went in search
of a few good quotes.

week:

Compiledby The Heights Features Staff

Film
____,?_?_
Where: The Brattle Theatre,
HarvardSquare
When: Monday,November22

"All-nighters?aaaaghhhh!!!"
moaned Jessica Negroni. SOE
'96, at the mere mention of the
topic.
Lia Pesce, A&S '96, appeared
moreconfidentaboutall-nighters,
declaring, "Once I get the coffeemakerfired up, nothing can stop
me! Espresso works best."
Upon further inquiry, Pesce
confessed that she only goes until
about 4:30 am, and has never
pulled a true all-nighter.
"I only do all-nighters out of
necessity," said Romina
Vasandani, CSOM '97. "It's really only worthwhile if I have
something significant, like a final exam."
Minnie Jha, SOE '96, noted
something that seems to be the
cause of many an all-nighter: "I
could be given two years to do a
paper, and I'll do it the night
before it's due."
So what are their secrets for
surviving the whole night?
"I try to look at it with the
perspective that I can party once
I'm finished," Vasandani said.
"Caffeine, tons of caffeine,"
Jhasaid. "Ican'tsitonmybed,or
I fall asleep. I need more of a
study-lounge type of environ-

This 1950 film stars
Humphrey Bogart playing a
boozy screenwriter who
messes up his life by... you
guessed it, falling in love with

a woman.
It's moodyand compelling,
centering on thehideous solitude ofthe writingprofession
before the more hospitable
days of e-mail.Call876-6837
for information.

.
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Music
What: Program of Contem-

porary Jazz and Big Band

P:Berklee

College of

Tuesday, November

Trumpeter/composes/ar-

rangerHerbPomeroypresents
the Concert JazzOrchestrafor

Skiing
Noplans for Thanksgiving9

Why nothit the slopes?!Here's
Theresa's suggestions for a

few New England Ski Spots,
enjoy themwhileshe's hitting
the slopes atKeystone, Colorado (hee, hee!) Remember,
there ain't no mountain high
enough!

Killington, Vermont:
long weekendout of it, this is
the place to go.Killington has
six mountains and seventy
miles oftrails, a fabulousGondola,andtop-of-the-mountain
restaurant.
The resort is

also famous

for Outer Limits, a fine suicidal blackdiamondslopewith
more moguls than a bowl of
lumpy mashedpotatoes.
Call 1-800-343-0762to find
out about the holiday deal at
theKeystone Resort: $69 per
nightperpersonincludes lodging and lift ticket (which is a
very good deal).
Waterville Valley, New

Hampshire:

v

'

If you can't afford to stay
overnight,takea day andhead
upto Watetviile Valleyfor the
day. It's less than two hours
awtay, with 13 lifts and 53
trails.
Call 1-800-468-2553 for
?ticket prices(studen discounts
are available.)

;

ment, as opposed to the dorm
room. There has to be a lot of

,

bright light."
"I actually study betterbetween
1 and 3 am than I can during the
evening hours," Vasandani noted.
"It's also easier to go the whole
night if I'm working on a subject
I like. And there has to be someone else studying with me; I can't
stay up alone."
"I get distractedif I have company," Jha said. "But, while I
concentrate betterwhen I' m alone,
it's comforting to have someone
elsetherewho's in the sameboat."
Vasandani mentioned one interesting tension-breaking technique: "When Ifinish studying, I
wet my hair. When myhead cools
off, the information sinks in. I
guess the cool water soothes the

tension."

As to how they approach the

actual work, Jha said, "I'm a perfectionist. Even if I'm doing a
paper at the last minute. I want it
to turn out justright. In fact, on

some occasions, I probably

wouldn't have been up the entire
night if I weren't so fussy."
"I'm just the opposite,"

Vasandani said in contrast. "I
just want ,o get it over with."
"I do start to get nervous and
jittery around3 am or 4 am," Jha
noted. "Thecaffeine starts to hit,
and I lose concentration."
About that time the conversation drifted into a discussion of
the current story-lines on Melrose

Place, which brought upthe question: how much of the night is
spent actually studying, as opposed to chatting aboutirrelevant
topics?
"Many times I didn't even need
the whole night, but I spent too
much time goofing off," Jha said.
"When I'm with friends, there
comes a point in the night when
we just close our books and chat
about random topics for the rest
of the night."
At the mention of the theory
about those who can and those

who can't, Negroni remarked,
"Oneofmy roommates can't stay
up past eleven. I can go until

three."

And, of course, there are those
who prefer not to. "Usually, I'd
rather get the sleep, hand the paper in a day late, do a better jobon
it, and pray that the professor will
be nice," said one junior, who

wished to remain anonymous.
As the testimony of all these
experienced folks indicates, the
all-nighter is not one of the alltime favorite college pastimes
(unless you'retalking abouta different type ofall-nighter, but that's
another article!).
It would seem that the simple
course of action would be to use
time wisely and avoid procrastination. Of course, the abortion
debate willbe settled and the federal deficiteliminatedbefore that
ever happens. So to all of you
night owls, good luck on your
finals, and don't drink too much

espresso!
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Any studentcrazy enough to value drowsystudy over precioussleepneeds thefollowing acutrements:
The almighty Mac, coffee or tea, and, of course, a little night music.

VP
IEW OINTS.

Opinions from students on current issues.
By Becky Yang

What do you think of the hours at
O'Neill Library and OCF?
Bethany Caracuzzo,
A&S '94
The hours at OCF should be longer because students'
schedules do not
allow them to finish their papers in
time, especiallyon
weekend nights.
The holiday hours
are not posted, so
students aren't able
to know how early
the facility closes.

Brian J. Komanecky,
A&S '95
The hours suck. Some people doneed to
do work on
weekend nights.
The OCF should
also stick to one
set of hours for
every schedule
because it is pretty
confusing to keep
track of all the
different schedules
of all the different
hours.

22, 1993
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Kleptomania picks up among BC students
By JAMIE SEGRICH
Heights Staff Writer

Perhaps my parents were correct in their assessment of The
Home Shopping Network; any
broadcast capable of producing
an entire generationpreoccupied
by some nearperverse obsession
with dining utensils is clearly
Satan's issue. As you may well
know, the glorification of cutlery,

flatware and the like on the HSN
is quite enough to make an otherwise upright student covet
BCDS's possessions. By consequence, the campus is crawling
with scoundrels punch drunk in
want of the silverware used at
BC.
Theft is not a problem specific
to BCDS. You are all, I take it,
familiar with the bookstore's
policy concerning the carriage of
bags into the store? This is hardly
an attempt to improve the aesthetic quality of the entrance to
the store.
On a more personal level, the
obscene price of Kleenex at
Maddy's has driven a significant
portion of the freshman class to
perform their roguish machinations at home in their dorms. No
roll of toilettissue is safe so long
as it sit sits in a bathroom serving
a populationofkleptomaniacs wih

headcolds. BCDS is. however, an
appropriate focus for our attention as we attempt to make some
sense of the none too subtle banditry that plagues the keeper's of
our sorely underrated (Ha!) dining facilities.
"It's a given that stealing is
wrong. Unfortunately, a number
ofstudents areof the opinion that
their payment of some twenty
thousand dollars in tuition entitles
them to take whatever they
please."Director of BCDS
Michael Cunningham said.
By result, BC puts out approximately $200,000 annually in an
effort to compensate for stolen
smallwares. Cunningham indicated that thievery is a particular
problem on Friday and Saturday
nights. He noted that, "Students
come in under the influence and
try to steal anything that isn't
nailed down."
Yet another concern for
Cunningham and crew involves
employees.
BCDS
Foul play behind the cash registeris not an unheardof phenomenon. Occasionallyaworkertakes
it upon himself to charge customers, shall we say selectively? 1
supposeit's bound to happen; give
the wrongperson a maFoon apron
and a nifty hat, and believe me
you, it'll go to his head.

BCDS is making every effort
of theft in the
dining halls. In Walsh Hall, for
example, real plates and silverware are no longer accessible. On
a larger scale, BC employs a
"shopping service" to investigate
dining service theft.
Each month the "shopping ser-

details vilolations of a serious
nature. Students who are observed
removing equipment or that exquisite BC cuisine are brought
before the dean. They are generally made to perform community

vicemen" come in unannounced

service. Most convicted thieves

to reduce instances

to pose as oh-so-happy customers. They observe that which tran-

spires and offer a report which

can expect to take on the role of a
scullery maid for BCDS by way
of punishment.
And so before ever again you
snatch the decorativegourds from
the salad bar in McElroy, consider what it will cost the school
community, your personal integrity and your political viability
should you be caught.

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ BECKY YANG

Not only does BCDS go through a stainless-steel mill of utensils every year, but the average student
can discovertheir most prized possessions missing in action at the end of the year.

Used CDs are a gold mine Making a break
for the thrifty music lover from BC's routine
By JEFF PRZECH
For The Heights
Imagine this: you're about to
sit down to study for a big final.
You take a look at your music

collectionand you can't find one
thing that you really want to hear.
Or better yet, you're in a friend's
room and you hear the greatest
song you've ever heard. But you
aren't quite sure that it's worth
Fifteen bucks to see if the whole
disc is as good.
So what do you do? Easy. You
don't go anywhere near Tower,
Strawberries, or any other chain
like that. Instead you go to one of
the many underground record
stores that Boston has. Only at
one of these musical treasure
chests can you find what you want
for an obscenely low price.
Granted, what you buy may not
be brand spanking new, but used
discs are evenbetter. They're a lot
cheaper(up to half price depending on the title) and the stores
don't sell anything scratched or
warped. Here are just a few great
places to expand your music library without taking out a loan to

do it.

CD Spins 187Harvard Aye.,
Allston
Cd Spins is a little hole in the
wall store with more music than
you would think by looking at it.
There is another branch on
Newbury Street, but it's a new
store and doesn't have a lot in
stock yet. But the Harvard Aye.
store has just about anything you
could want.
In addition, CD Spins has coupons in thoselittlebooks that were

handed out in the Dustbowl earlier this semester. Try and find
another store where you can get
"The Best OfThe Doors"(a double
CD) for $12.99.

Nuggets 486 Commonwealth Aye., Kenmore Square
Nuggets is verypopular among

thealternativecrowd.Here someone who is a big Soul Asylum fan
can find all of theband's previous
discs, or even discover that Soul
Asylum had previous discs.
Nuggets' prices are also quite
comparable to other stores like it.
The selection is also just as good
as you wouldfind anywhere else.

In Your Ear 957 Commonwealth Aye., Boston
In YourEar boasts the widest
selection of all the underground
stores. The only downfall is that
you have to take the B line to get
there, but it's worth it, just this
once. Not only do they have a
great stockofusedCDs and tapes,
but In YourEar also has an unbelievableamount of albums. Also,
In Your Ear is very fair about
taking old music off of people's
hands. So ifyou want to get rid of
that old Culture Club tape, this is
the place to go. They prefer giving store creditbut will also give
cash if so desired.

Second Coming Records
1105Massachusetts Aye., Cambridge

Second Coming is the place to
go if you want to find something
that you just won't find anywhere
else. They have an incredible selection of bootleg and live CDs
that aren't available to the gen-

eral public. Most come from over-

By LEE DAYTON
Heights Staff Writer

ity is sometimes suspect but the
store allows you to listen to the
disc briefly to make a judgement.
These discs usually run in the
neighborhood of $25 to $30 but
they are often worth the price.
For the money you can listen to
yourfavorite band in concert over
and over again. Plus, these discs
often contain as much as seventy
minutesof otherwiseunavailable
music. The selection is tremendous. For example, any fans of
Pearl Jam, R.E.M., or The Cure
wouldbe more than satisfied with
the number of livediscs in stock.
The same holds true for many
other bands too.

One thing I've concluded about
college life is that more than ever
before, your daily life falls into a
routine. Back in high school, you
could always count on each day
being different than the one before.
How many detentions willI get
for being a wise ass today?
Which dirtbags will get into a
fight today? Will I have a substi-

seas, from places like 'Austria,
Germany, and England.The qual-

These are just a few of the many
underground music stores in Boston. If you want more, check out
the yellow pages. Why pay full
price for a CD when you can get
used much cheaper? Other
people's loss is your gain. Of

course if one expects to find new
releases in these stores, one may
go home disappointed. But if
you,re looking for that band that
has that one really cool, greatsounding song, go get the used
disc and saveyourself some cash.
That's something that everyone
likes to do.

note about that: You know, I'm
going on twenty one years old
n'
now Hey! I can buy a f
beer, dude!!!
and I'm still getting zits like it's going out of
style. I mean really, when is this
going to end? Anytime soon,
?

tute teacher today?
(Don't you miss having substitute teachers?)
What new excuse can I come
up with for skipping gym class?
(Don't you not miss having gym
class?)
Should we sneak out to lunch at
Taco Bell or have a pizza delivered to the parking lot?
No day was everlike the previous one it was actually worth
getting up in the morning.
Now the day is pretty much
devoid of entertainment, and the
only way you can tell one day
?

from another is that you don't
have every class every day like in
high school. You know life has
become dull when the most exciting thing about getting up in the
morning is looking in the mirror
to see how many new zits you
sprouted during the night. (A

Oddest News Item of the Week
This item appeared in The Boston Globe, courtesy of the Reuters News
Service, and was entitled "Priest in robbery granted $lm bail."

NEW YORK- A federal magistrate ruled yesterday that an Irish priest charged
in one of the largest US amored car robberies can bereleased on $ 1 million bail.
The ruling means that Rev. Patrick Moloney, 61, a Melkite priest, will be
released from Manhattan's Metropolitan Correction Center in the next two
days. He will be confined to his home and will have to wear an electronic
monitoring bracelet. Moloney and two other suspects were arrested in the $7.4
million dollar robbery of a Break's armored car last January in Rochester.

?

please?)

Anyway, here's a few suggestions on how to break out of your
daily BC routine:
? Walk into a bathroom when
it's crowded and yell, "Oh, man.
It smellslike a damnbathroom in
here!"
? Slide a copy of Rush
Limbaugh's new book under the
door of the Women's Resource
Center. Watch what happens.
If you live off campus, leave
your house 45 minutesbeforeyour
first class to catch the bus. If
you're lucky, you might get to
class on time for a change.
? Take your sandwich down to
?

one of those shiny new chemistry
labs and try to discover what's
sorry,
really in the seasick
?

seafood salad at the Eagle's Nest.

? Watch the news, orread something else in the newspaper besides the comics and sports. Go
through an entire day actually
knowing what's going on in the

world.
?

Go out on a date. WAH HA

HA!! What am I saying ?
? Drink beer. Oops, sorry, that's
part of theroutine, not a departure
from it. OK, how about beginning the weekend on Friday instead of Wednesday?

? Wear no flannel, no sweat
pants, and no hat to class.
Actually do the assigned reading for your class the next day.
(Reader responses: "Yeah right."
"Whatever.")
Read one of my articles and
actuallylaugh at it. (Editor's Note:
See Reader responses above).
?

?

Just a few little diversionslike

there can really brighten up an
otherwise dreary day. Without a

little levity around this place,
you're going to start botmcingoff
the walls.
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Chaplaincy offers "48 hours" to freshman
perience more fulfilling.
Luckily, the geniuses in the University Chaplaincy have come up
with a solution to thisproblem: 48
hours of seniors sitting down with
new freshman telling them about
their experiencesabout BC.
Yes, that's right, a whole weekendof upperclassmentelling fresh-

By LAURA THOLEN
Heights Staff Writer
"If I had known my freshman
year what I know now, my first
two years at Boston College
could have been so much bet-

ter..."

As seniors start to reflect on
their college careers at BC, they
start to have a lot of regrets about
what they could have done differently and what they should
have done to make their BC ex-

. .-
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.

I
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horror stories,
academicdilemmas,psycho roomman the drunken

mates and good friendships that
make college so worth while in the
long run.

HOROSCOPES
By Worry-lock
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Sagittarius, November 22 Deeember 21: Happy Birthday! la celebra- "
tion of this joyous occasion, sitback
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I ""
I and laugh
be your Cheerful self
despitethe hectic quality yourlifehas
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recently exhibited. Forget your sorJYy
rows! Aclosefriend willbrighten your
a story or perhaps
JL. f week with
something,more.
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Capricorn, December 22 January
19;Be careful. Youmaybe ambitious,
but disaster will cloud your week.
Somebody you hate your nemesis
,W*H have heartache in the comisg
days. This may be a double-edged
swotI because their pain may be your
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Libra,September23- October22: A
new love will make itself dominant in
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tin a previous relationship will end.

a n
/h
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ca^may wn*py° ur ''femtoa fren*y- \
Reflect on what has been said and
rejraember that a mind full ofcrazed
thoughts does not make thebest deei- i
'Sions. Whatever went wrong, let it go
?-it's not that important.

September 22:
You'll play matchmakerthisweekbetween a male and a female, both of
whomyouconsiderclosefriends.They
may be theperfect pair.
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Gemini, May 21 -%June 20: A phone

Virgo, August 23

j

-\u25a0

Taurus, April 20 May 20: Ifyou're
down, turn to afriend who you know
will pick youup offthe ground. They
are reliable and will turn your week
aroundthe minute you seethem. Spend <
quality time with this quality person,
and enjoy every minute of it.
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Leo, July23-August 22: You are, by
nature, a proud person. When an authority figure, perhaps a professor,
crosses you, you'llget awfully cranky.
Don't forget that the most important
thing in educationis to learn thatwhich
is worth learning, not receiving an
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Aries, Mareb 21 April 19: The guy
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Somerocky roads will be traveledin a
relationship with a woman you truly
love. This discord will leadtosadness,
flan S n there.If the relationshipis
as deepas'you think if is, things will
improve with time.

Cancer, June 21 July 22: A male
friend of yours .will fall out offavor
becausehe'sbeenvery naughty. Sotnewhere along the line he and a favorite
female ofyours (a friend, a roommate,
asister?) have been getting together
forless-than-pristinereasons.
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Pisces, February 19 March 20:

-

_________
oj

attitudes willchange with time.Translation:she' 11becomean annoying twit.

will disappoint you. Tell himloff, because he deserves it.
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* you enjoy spending- time with the
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By DAN SPARACO
For The Heights

January 20 February
Aa amusing female will invade
your lift. Sb,e maybe apleasant additionto yourroutine forawhile,but her
Aquarius,

frown you once wore will be
Tbaf
ttraedupside downand happinesswill

envelope youjnevery possibleexperi-

;,. :ewee.
I-

?

Scorpio,October23-November21:'

The attentionyoureceivedlast month,
culminating; on your birtbdayv of
course, will begin to die doWn, Settle
in to the new treatment others offer
yw and enjoy spending some quiet
time reflecting on how much others
you.

own. Seniors wanted to talk about "48 hours" participant, said that
the friends andrelationships they in all his 14 years of involvement
had made atBC, freshmanwanted at BC he had never seen such an
to talk about the social and acaextraordinary group of students.
demicpressures they were about
"All students that participated
to face.
in the '48 hours' retreat wanted to
So, the ten upperclassmen and be there, and that's what made the
the nine members of the BC fac- retreat so special," Penna said.
ulty set out in the beginning of the
Upperclassmen who shared
school year to formulate a plan of their BC experiences felt as
talks and activities that they and though they had given back somethe students would partake of to thing to theBC community. Freshmake a comfortable atmosphere man felt the power of their four
in which everyone could share full years to make BC the best it
their feelings and anxieties about can be.
BC. Of course, the beautifulbackAnother "48 hours retreat" for
drop of Waterville Valley, New freshman who could not particiHampshireonly enhanced this atpate in this one will be held in
mosphere of comfort.
February or March, and followThe retreat wasa complete sucups to the group that just completed this retreat are already in
cess. Students, freshman and upperclassmen, alike, took a long, the works.
deep breath for the first time in
The coordinatorsof theretreat,
two and a half months. Age meant Father Tony Penna, Father Richnothing at the retreat; everyone ard Cleary, Father Joseph
was a citizen of the community of Marchese and Greg Zlevor of
BC, and everyone was equal in University Chaplaincy, are exsharing their experiences.
cited about the success of "48
Paul Chebator, AssociateDean hours" and anxious for its future
of Student Development and a atBC.

The cause to rally around

?

?

*

compliment Neal Hartman's
"FreshmanYear Experience"program, Father Penna took the initiative this summer and sent out
applications to all incoming
Freshman to participate in a "48
hours" retreat to take place in
New Hampshireon November 12
through November 14,unsure of
what the retreat would entail.
As the essays and applications
started trickling in and seniors
were approached to participate,
more and more ideas were
spawned, and the "48 hours" retreat starting takingon a lifeof its

?

"

"A lot of students come to BC
looking for a specific culture, and
when they come, this culture is
often different than they had expected... We're trying to ease that
transition by finding out what
these freshman expectedandwhat
they found and how to work
through it," said Father Tony
Penna of the University Chaplaincy.
After several years of Father
Richard Cleary's urging that the
Chaplaincy must dosomething to

Last Wednesday, my curiosity
wasroused while strainingto hear
my calculus teacher over cries
coming from the quad. Chants?
better yet, rebel yells?wafted
through the classroom window.
At the end of class, I hurried out
ofGasson to see whatthe excitement was about. Campus protests
were the legends of decades-past
ofwhich I had only read. Now it
was time for the real thing.
Despite their small number, I
was very interested in what the
protesters had to say. It was encouraging to see a. group organized to voice outrage over the
five reported assaults on campus
and theadministration's response
to them. The time had come for
students to take some action.
According to the protestors, the
administration has failed to reach
out to Boston College's female
community and assure them that
the University is willing to do
everything in its power to protect
them. It was important for students, to inform the University

that acquiescence to violence
should not be tolerated.
If this University, to which studentspay thousands of dollars in
tuition,can do nothing more th.n
put up a few morelights and emergency phones to increase safety,

something must be amiss. While
the administrationfeels that they
have done all that they can, there
are indeed many students who
disagree.

The effort made by the protesters was a positive one. Unfortunately, they were unable to rally
other students to support their
cause. Most people did not even
pause for a moment to takea quick
glance at the activists and their
signs. Students just walked right
past them.
Hopefully, there is no student
in favor of the assault of women.
However, the fact that no other
students felt the need to support
the small, vocalgroup is an alarming one.The mereassumption that
everyone agrees that violence
against women is wrong was not
enough for those women who
marched through Main Campus
last week.Should it be enough for

Despite the fact that women are
most affected by this issue, their
chantsandspeeches excludedmen
entirely from the situation. Regardless, these were not reasons
to ignore the group, orevenworse,
laugh at them.
Students' apparent ambivalence toward the issue of campus
violencehasallowed it to be swept
under the rug. Because students
have not demanded that appreciableactionbe taken,the administration might even feel justified
in concentratingmore heavily on

the situation.
A woman gets attacked, and a
light fixture is added and hundreds of meaningless safety notices are posted. The demonstrators felt obligated to tell the campus that these measures are sim-

improvement.

anyone?
Essentially, the administration
and much of the student body
neglect the problem of violence
until it resurfaces in the form of a
new assault. Everyone feels badly
about the assaults, but noone takes
substantial measures to remedy

other issues.

After all, judging by the mood
of the students, the parking problem is of greater concern to us
than physical assaults on campus.
Why should the administration
devote valuable time to an issue
that seems to be of only marginal
concern to the students?Ofcourse,
there havebeen some administrators who have been forthright in
their handling of this problem,
but there is much room for overall

In part, this is what protests
like the one last week attempt to
change: the prevailing attitudethat
nothing morecan be done to remedy the situation of campus security, or that this issue is not worply inadequate.
thy of real attention from the adAlthough students may care ministration or the students. If
about this issue, those who wit- not enough has been done about
nessed the protest did little to ex- an issue, it is the responsibility of
the students to bring the inadpress their sentiment. One possiblereason for this apparent apa- equacy to light. It was reassuring
thy is the manner in which the to see at least one group who
attempted to do just that concernprotest was conducted.
It consistedentirely of women. ing the issue of campus assault.

West: no sense of direction
By LOU SPINA
Heights Staff Writer

the psychedelic colors and funky
music. It was like the show was
just Bruce Wayne's big old acid
Okay.
trip. I mean, he was rich, and we
Did anyone out there happento neverdid see whathe didwith his
catch the Conan O'Brien Show money.
Anyway, Adam West was on
this Thursday or Friday (I can't
remember which)? Yeah, I know the talk show, and Conan asked
the show pretty much stinks, but him what he thought about the
maybe you just turned it on be- Batman movies with Michael
cause you thought something else Keaton?those really high-budwas supposed to be on. That's get films with absolutely no plot
what I did.
and really cool scenery.
Anyway, Adam West was on as
Well, Mr. West answered the
a guest. You know, TV's Batman question with, "What movies?"
from the old "Pow" and "Zam" You see, he's not acknowledging
the fact that they were made. He's
days.
Did any of you ever see the still upset thatTim Burton didn't
episode where Batman does the want him to play Batman.
Yeah, thatwould've been great.
Batootsie (it's a dance). It was
pretty scary, and what was with all
We all know what an acting ge-

nius Adam West is.
Personally I can't believe that
they passed him up for the part.
Imagine seeing his fat gut hanging out of a Batman costume
again; it would have been amazing.
Anyway, the segment ended
with him crying and mumbling
something about the fifteen million dollars he didn't get to make
because he wasn't in the movies.
It was really sad to see a grown
man get all shaken up over a
Batman movie. Personally, I
thought it was a little odd.
Oh well, 1 just thought that I'd
share that with you and Ifeel like
a much better person now that I
did.
Later.

.

Your last chance to write for the features section this semester is
rapidly approaching... Come to McElroy 113 on 11/29 at 4:00 pm
and meet special guest DAVID GORDON of South-bent fame!
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BOOK
REVIEW
Atwood's latest success: The Robber Bride
By MICHELE LaMURA
Heights Editor-in-Chief

on women's capacity for evil
through her villain Zenia, as

Tlic RobberBride
By Margaret Atwood

Margaret Atwood's latest
novel The Robber Bride, which
recently hit the shelves, is
bound to be another of her
many successes.
Atwood,whohas published
over 20 books, including fiction, non-fiction, poetry and
short stories, seems to have
acquired the Midastouch ever
since she started writing. Her
best-sellingbooks, The Cat's Eye
and The Handmaid's Tale, have
awarded her both critical and
popular favor.
The Robber Bride is in no way
the best piece of literaturethat
Atwoodhas everwritten, but it
is certainly notchesabove typicalpop-fiction.Atwoodfocuses

well as their capacity to fall
preyto such villainyinhercharacters Tony, Claris and Roz.
This unique novel is remarkably easy to read, but Atwood

always surprises with her detailed understandingofhuman

mentioned that her reason for
writing is not to gainpopularnature.
ity. When an audiencemember
Still, Atwood's popularity asked her what her favorite
has undeniably affected her work is, she responded, "The
work. She is no longer writing next one," since she said it is
for an elite groupof fans, but bad luck to thinkanythingelse.
for pop-culture. Her mass apHer reading from The Robber
peal is what brought over 100 Briiieelucidatedhernovel'sdry
people to her reading at the sarcastic humorand her amazCambridgeBranch Library this ing sense ofcharacter.Atwood
month and transformed her portrays each female character
classic novel The Handmaid's as unique and likable, even
Tale into a movie.
when depicting theirflaws.
Such heightenedpopularity
In short, TheRobberBride does
causes Atwoodto writea novel justice not only to her mass
like The Robber Bride, which inpopularity, but also to her crititertwines modern characters cal acclaim.This book is one of
with greatstory-telling.Despite the few novels which can be
its obvious mass appeal, the appreciated by her literary
theme of the novel reaches circle, as well as the American
aboveandbeyond typicalmodpublic.
ern fiction.
Atwood's popularity is as The Robber Bride is published
surprising to her as to others. by Doubleday and is available in
At theCambridge reading, she the BC Bookstore.

Readingso

Signings*^
Boston Public Library
Mezzanine Conference
Room

Copley Square
536-5400
November30 Local
mystery writers Susan
Conant, Karin McQuillan
and Margaret Press will
talk about theirbooks: A
Dog Lover's Mystery,
Elephants' Graveyardand
Requiem for a Postman,
respectively.
6 pm
?

Community Church of
Boston
565 Boylston Street
489-0519

Dubliners transcends time and place

presents an open reading

By NADIA RAGAB
Heights Book Review Writer

featuring Kurt Leland
8 pm

Dubliners
By James Joyce

James Joyce's stunning semi-

autobiographicalnovel,A Portraitof theArtist asa Young Man,
revealed Joyce's profound
grasp of the complexities of
humanfeelings. Hisshort story
collection,Dubliners, is no less
magnificent. Joyce's deep insight, perceptiveness and brilliantunderstandingof people's
emotions are again evident as
he examines incidents in the
lives of the turn-ofthe-century
Dublin characters in 15 short
stories.

takes him, he and his friend
escapethe stranger, feelingfortunate to get away.
Another story in which a
youngboy functions as thefirstperson narrator is "Araby." It
dealswith the gulf betweenthe
exoticand the mundane, imagination and reality.
In "Araby," the narrator
plans to go to a bazaar in Dublin
set up to resemble an Arabian
bazaar;hence its name "Araby."
The narrator loses himself in
reveries about the "Exotic
East," the spirit of which he
hopes to find at the bazaar.
Whenhe arrives there, it is not
exotic at all; it is just an ordinary Dublin fair. Joyce
poignantly captures the
narrator's disillusionment
when he confronts reality,
which is so unlike what his

One story, "An Encounter,"
begins humorously and ends
on an unsettling note. In this
story, two young schoolboysin
search of adventureand an escape from boredom decide to
skip school and meander
around Dublin one spring day.
At first, it seems like an innocent tale of roguish childhood
escapades. The reader gets an
awarenessof the boys' camaraderie and their exaggerated
sense of daringand adventure
as theyexploreDublinand ride
a ferryboat across the Liffey
River all by themselves.
The whole tone of "An Encounter" changes, though,
when theboys takea breakfrom
their exploitsby stopping in a
field, where they meet a mysterious and disturbed stranger.
The man's bizarre speech and
behaviorconfuseand terrifythe
narrator,but he is too young to
articulate clearly just why the
strangerfrightenshim so much.
He feels an overwhelming By CHRIS STEPHEN
sense of evil and sordidness Heights Editor
lurking nearby andrealizes he
and his companion are in danWith the30th anniversary of
ger. Before the narrator's the assassination of President
mountingfear completely over- Kennedy tomorrow, it is only

imaginationhad anticipated.
The final story in Dubliners,
"The Dead,"
has
been
calledby some
critics the most
exquisitestory
in the English
language. It
was madeinto
a movie several yearsago.
"The Dead"
focuses on a
character who
suddenly remembers a
suppressed incident in her
past when she
hears a song
that triggers
her memory.A
changein her relationshipwith

her husband is consequently
foreshadowed, since he comes
to realize he
doesnot under-

stand her as
well as he
thought he did.
Dublinersoffers
proiound insights into humanfeeling, insights thattranscend the stories' time and
placeand speak
to everyone.

tem.

Christian. Klee, Kennedy's

best friend, confidaxtfe and
h_Si of the CIA, FBI, and Se-

?

Agape

Harvard College
Adams House

Piympton Street
Cambridge
547-4908
November23 Indran
Amirthanayagamand
Dennis Nurkse
7:30 pm
?

Mount Auburn/Collins

Branch Library
Dubliners was
originally published by B. W.
Huebsh in 1916
and is available
in the BC Bookstore.

Short Take
fitting to look at a novel,that
has the "Kennedy Mystique"
at its very center. Newly-elected
President Francis Xavier
Kennedy, The Fourth X behind
uncles John, Bobby, and Ted,
embodies the stereotypical
characteristicsof a young, optimistic politician wanting to
change the world.
Through his work, Puzo illustrates-how even those with
an inner good can turn and
partake in the evils against
which they once crusaded.
Kennedy faces the murder of
the Pope and the kidnapping
of his daughter, and he sometimesacts as though he had no
choice but to get into politics,
regretting therigors of the sys-

November23

cret Service, holds the secrets

of the president arid the support thatkeeps himin the public eye. Klee is the one whoeventually has to prep Kennedy for
even the most menial tasks.-As
Kennedy keeps the lives and,
more importantly, the deaths
of his uncles in the forefront,
Klee must remember that another name may be added to
the murdered. That is why he
surrounds the president with
an isolationist security thatcuts
him offfrom reality.
Students will see that as issues become more personal,
affecting themdirectly, their attitudes can shift from oneend
to the opposite. If the
"Kennedy" name strikes a
nervein your body/The Fourth
X is an easy novel to delveinto
and enjoy.

64 Aberdeen

Aye.

Cambridge
349-4021
November 22
Rosenbaum
Wrote Zaddik
6:30 pm

?

David

MIT
77 Massachusetts

Aye.

Cambridge
253-7894
November22
Sontag
8 pm

?

Susan

North Branch Library
70 Rindge Aye.
349-4023
November 23 _? Book
discussion on Tobias
Wolff's This Boy's Story
7pm
Waterstones Booksellers
26 Exeter Street
859-7300
November 29 Naomi
Wolf
Wrote Fire With Fire
7 pm
?
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Solution, page 28

See why Information Technology &
Financial Services make a great match.
Aetna's Internal Audit Department offers an exceptional professional development program. As an
Information Technology Auditor, you will work with top management on system development reviews,
technical audits, and special consulting projects. A position in Internal Audit can lead to careers in
information security, system development and management opportunities at Aetna within 3-5 years.
Aetna was recently named by FORTUNE magazine and The Wall Street Journal as one of America's
most admired companies. Our outstanding compensation, benefits and training programs were major
reasons for this recognition.
We are looking for individuals with proven analytical ability, effective communication skills, initiative,
flexibility, and creativity to join our large staff of audit professionals at our corporate headquarters in

Hartford, Connecticut.

j

We'd like to learn more about you and your expectations.

Wednesday, December 1,1993

Submit Resumes to Career Center
Monday, December 6,1993

Keiresnments will be served.

through
Frid Dece mber 10,1993
Campus Interviews
Wednesday, February 9, 1994

Information Session

-

7:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m.
O'Neill Library, Room 254

J

Check with the Career Center for further details.

Aetna is an Equal Opportunity, AffirmativeAction Employer
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THERE IS A GOD!
AND HE'S WEARING MAROON & GOLD...
Notre Dame, from page 1

during the game, said following
the contest, "We all hurt. This was
a devastating loss for us... We
couldn'tstop them (BC's offense)
all day.and it cost us. 1 thought
we'd come out a little flat, but I
also thought we'd play ourselves
into the competitiveness of the
game... I wish to compliment BC
on a game very well played."
A visibly content Tom Coughlin
has now coached his teamto eight
consecutive wins. Coughlin said
following the game,"All we asked
for was a great effort out of our
players - and we got it."
In the fifth meeting between
the two teams (the other games
were ND washouts), one thing
was tremendously evident. BC
wouldnot play timidly. The Eagles
attempted a fake punt, a half-back
option pass, three fourth down
attempts, and several downfield
passes. "We were willing to take
chances today," explained
Coughlin, "and they paid off. We
weren't going to win this game
sitting back on our heels."
The only thing Stephen Boyd
andthe Eagles defensesat on was
ND attackers. The junior inside
linebacker combined with Mike
Mamulato connect on 18 tackles.
Boyd got things going early for
the Eagles as he first blocked a
Kevin Pendergrast field goal attempt and then advanced it 48
yards. Mamula recorded several
big hits on the shifty Irish

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/MATTHEW WEST

Dan Kerr and Tim Morabito(#5B) played an integral role in halting Lee Becton and the explosive Notre Dame ground attack.
backfielders and weaved his way
through ND's mammoth O-Line
for two sacks. Ted Page also
recorded two sacks forthe Eagles.
Notre Dame, which had averaged
270 yards rushing per game entering Saturday, was held to 166

by a courageous Eagle defensive

front.
BC dominated the first half,
outscoring thehosts 24-14. After
Gordon broke the ice with a 28
yard field goal, the Eagles settled
in and constructed an impressive

9 play, 61 yard drive, culminated
by a four-yard bullet to Ivan Boyd
over the middle and a 10-0 lead.
The Eagles stretched to a 17-7
lead on an arching, pro-style 36
yard pass from Foley to a diving
Ivan Boyd, and at once the atmo-

sphere transformed from tentative to competitive ND was in
for a fight.
The game grinded on with BC
on top (and Darnell Campbell
banging his way to 115 bruising
Notre Dame, page 20

-

Inglese steps in to rebuild
women's basketball team
By

ED McLAUGHLIN

Heights Staff Writer

Her new office looks like a shrine already. Plaques, awards and memorabiliafill the
wallsbehind her desk and mark the amazing career that she had at Vermont. The three
NCAA Coach of the
year awardsfor District I prove that AD
ChetGladchuckgot
a winner when he
hired her last summer. The new
Women's basketball
coach, Cathy Inglese,
builds winning promistake, the Lady
grams and make no
Eagles need a good
carpenter,
A fast look at
lnglese's record at
the University ofVermont will impress
the casual fan.
lnglese's Vermont
teams were undefeated in regular
season play in both
1991-92 (29-0) and
1992-93 (28-0). A
closer look at her
any fan. Inglese took
record will astound
a small time team and built it into one of the most successful programs in Div. 1
Many journalists and hoop insiders questioned Inglese strongly for leaving Vermont.
She could have coached the Catamounts until her retirement but Inglese wanted a new
challenge. Inglese made a very difficult decision and does not regret it one bit, not yet.
When asked why she left such a secure, and successful environment, Inglese leaned
back in her chair and laughed.
"Many people ask me the same question and wondered if I'm crazy," she said with a

.

Women's basketball, page 18

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/MATTHEW WEST

Men's basketball opened their season with an 85-78 loss to Canada. Story page 19.
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Women's basketball, Inglese step into rebuilding era
Women's hoop, from page 17
chuckle. "I'm going to really miss
Vermont. I want to continue to
grow as a coach and that's why I
made the move. I wantedanother
challenge and continue to grow in
another direction. I want to see
what we can establish here in
Boston as far as building women's
athletics."
Inglese sees that she has a big
job ahead of her. She comes to a
new team in a new city with anew
athletic department.To add to her
problems, Inglese couldn'tseeher
team practice until Oct. 30th by
NCAA rules. Inglese wishes she
had more than a month to practice
with her new team before its Nov.
28th opener against Maine.
"It's tough to come in when
you've never seen the team play
before," she said. "I didn't really
start to feel like their coach until
we hit the hard wood."
Inglese began her rebuilding
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR/ DAN LEVASSEUR
process on the first day of prac- Senior captain Kerry Curran drives toward the basket in
Saturday's victory over the Hungarian National Team.
tice. She tries to stress the funda?win
is together.
otherplayersto stand up to a great
mentals of the sport above win"We wantto build a work ethic challenge.
ning. Inglese will not demand wins
Inglese will look to point guard
right away from a team picked to and teach them our basketball
philosophies,"she said."We want Kerry Curran to lead the team on
finish last in the BIG EAST.
"A lot of what we teach has to to let them know that we play and off the court. The coach detogether as a team. The coaches pends on a strong season from
do with trying to be very positive,"she said. "We want to stress are right with them In practice Curran but does not want to put
that we don't haveto come in here and in games trying to work as the challenge ofcarryingthe team
and win more games .nan last hard as they are."
on Curran. She wouldrather have
season. I want to build a strong
With hard work and dedica- Curran mature as a player rather
tion, wins will come few and far than as a leader.
foundation and work on the fun"Kerry is a super player and a
damentals and the basics rather between for the Lady Eagles this
than a win-loss scenario. In the season. BC losesits alltime leadfour year starter," Inglese comlong run I believe it will pay off." ing scorer, Sarah Behn, and with mented. "We will not have her try
The positive foundation starts her loses 40% of the scoring bal- to carry the team by herself. She
with the classic Inglese workethic. ance. Inglese acknowledges that is learning things that she has
Inglese used the philosophy at she lost a phenomenal player in never done before and we hope
Vermont of
thfoufh hard Behn. Inglese sees the graduation she hasfun. We wouldrather have
work.' The only way a team can of the star asa chance for all of the her improve as a player and enjoy

success:

Women's soccer wrap-up

\u25a0"(

ECAC's conclude successful season
The Lady Eagles ended another successful season with a second
consecutive appearance in theECAC Championships.The team lost in
the semifinals to James Madison 3-1 andrelied again on a young team
to bring it to postseason play. HeadCoachTerezBonorden finishedher
fourth year at Boston Collegeand has rebuilt theprogram in thosefour
years. Bonorden's record currently stands at 38-34-4 (.563) with a 12-9 record for the 1993 campaign. Both the 1992and 1993reached the
ECAC semifinals and the 1992 team received the first national rank-

1.11.

-

Compiled by Tammy Garr

from surgery last season and
Inglese thinks Verotsky could
score lots of points if she stays
healthy.
"Michele's had some injuries
andthat worriesme," Inglese said.
"We're going to have to stay in
deep communicationas far as her
health. She and Kerry will be the
two players who step up and on
the front court we really need her
to play."
Inglese believes all can contribute if they stay healthy.
"We try to make everyoneknow
that they do make a difference,"
she said. "Without Sarah, they are
given more of an opportunity. We
have to rely moreupon the team if
we want to be successful.
to get more out of each player."
All summer, Inglese contemplated what type ofoffense to run
with the new team. She thought
originally about using the motion

see what they are better at as we
go. We've decided upon the motion so the players get a better feel
for the offense on the floor.We've
already done some tinkering and
we've put a little of the 'flex' as
we've gone."
The Lady Eagles already have
the correct frame of mind for an
Inglese coached team. Theywork
hard and learn every practice and
Inglese hopes the hard work and
positive attitude will keep BC
competitive in the BIG EAST all

offense which the team seems
more suited to play.
Inglese couldn'tdecidewhether
or not she wanted to implement
the "flex" system she used at Vermont. In the "flex", all players are
interchangeableon the court, inside and out. The Lady Eagles
may lack the athldtic talent to run
the system so Inglese has decided
on motion with a little "flex".
"We're goingto be making a lot
of adjustments as the season goes,"
she said. "We're going to have to

Football!

season.
"Their strengths are that they
work hard and they want to do
well," she said. "Their attitudeis
great and they are willing to make
changes with the new coaching
staff. I am very pleased with the
work ethic they have shown so

far."
Inglese looks at the team with a
different outlook than she had at
Vermont. Inglese, ever the optimist, sees the last place selection
in theconference as a no pressure
situation. Ingleseexpects herteam
to have the desire all season to
learn and get better, andthat is all
she expects.
"I looked at it in a comical
way," she said. "There's no pressure on you if you don't win. It's
nice. We redefined success for the
team when we came in. Success
for us is reaching our potential as
a team and staying competitive in
the BIGEAST. They have so much
to learn and they wantto be suc-

cessful."

In preseason action, the Eagles
stomped the Hungarian National
Team. Kerry Curran led the way
with24 points. Holly Porter scored
14 points.

]

Last Home Game of the
Season Friday -11/26
vs. West Virginia
4 PM

-

ing.
The underclassmencontributed the majority of the scoring for the
Lady Eagles this season. Of the top six scorers, four were freshmen
and two were sophomores. The David sisters led the team in scoring
for the second straight year and lifted the BC programto new levels.
Allison led the Lady Eagles with 20 points (9 goals, 2 assists) and
sister Jessica registered 18 points (7 goals, 4 assists).
In two years at the Heights, each sister has more career points than
anyother playeron the 1993roster. Jessicahas tallied40 careerpoints
(16g, 8a) while Allison has notched 39 (llg, 17a). Allison received
New England Women's Intercollegiate Soccer Association All-New
England second team honors for her efforts. Jessica' turned in the
biggest offensive explosionfor the Lady Eagles in 1993 when she
scored all four goals in a 4-0 shutout against URI.
Rookies picked up much of the scoring for BC as April Parker (16
points), Deidre Byrnes (15 points), Jennifer Kelley (12 points) and
Kara Nance (10 points) held the next four spots on the scoring list.
Bonorden's five freshmen-Parker, Byrnes, Kelley, Nance and Erin
Homey-all started at least 13 of the 21 games this season.
As a team, the Lady Eagles outscored their opponents 113-75 in
1993.BC also posted strong second-half numbers, scoring 20 secondhalf goals and allowing 12 all season.
The BC defensebecame the heart of the Lady Eagles' team as the
season progressed. Backs CaraGriffin andKirn Hallerancombined to
become the leaders of the strong defense. Griffin was the only player
to start all 21 matches and Halleran started in all 20 games that she
played. Both gained the assignments of covering the opponents' best
players in the games.
Senior Tricia Cook made her final season in goal for BC a memorable one. Cook allowed 17 goals and made 124 saves in 17 starts. She
completed the season with a goals-against-averageof 1.02 in 1493
minutes of play and registered four shutouts. Cook was a four year
letterwinner and three year captain in her career while starting in 50
games. In her52 career matches, she allowed an astonishing 59 goals,
posted 11 shutouts and turned in a career goals-against-average of

her senior season."
Inglese believes much of the
success of her mission will depend on health.Michele Verotsky,
Jen Passono, and Tia Manhardt
all are recovering from surgery
and Verotsky draws much of
Inglese's concern. Verotsky's
troublesomelower back still hurts

"_

(

Hoops and Hockey!
)

V

?
?

1

Men's Basketball
11/22 Marathon Oil - 7 PM
11/27 Hartford - 2 PM

Ice Hockey
? 11/23
Dartmouth - 7 PM
* 11/28 Army -2 PM
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Canada has its way in inauspicious home opener
Team looks sluggish without Curley & Eisley, looks to Marathon
a good job shooting the three,"
O'Brien said. "But we didn't do a

By JOHN McINERNEY
Heights Editor

good job defending it."
Some encouraging signs appeared from the exhibition loss
and not much will be known until
Curley and Eisley return this
week. Freshman Danya Abrams
gave the Eagles several productive minutes at power forward,
scoring 15 points and pulling
down seven rebounds. He showed
the ability to use his body to gain
position on the inside and could
provide some much needed help
at big forward.
Sophomore Paul Grant improved leapsand boundsfrom last
seasonas he scored 14points. BC
will need Grant to produce in order to take some of the pressure
off of Curley.

Boston College's men's basketball team lost an 85-78 decision to the Canadian National
Team Tuesday night at Conte Forum.

Knowing that many hoop nuts
at this school will jump bridges
(or at least the bandwagon) because of the meaningless exhibition loss, here are several reasons
why the loss to Canada amounted
to little more then a scrimmage in
frontof a lot of people.
Canadais no USSR. 'The flyers
for the game billed it as an international competition, butit is hard
to get up your patriotism against
our sister country. There wereno
"USA!" chants and Al Michaels
did not scream "Do you believe in
miracles!" It was a college team
against a group of former college
players, many of whom played in
the U.S. Not a big motivational

Freshman Keenan Jourdon
showed the ability to contribute
off the bench, although fellow
frosh Brad Christiansen needs to
improve, especially on defense,
in order to gain playing time.
"The upside (of being without
Curley and Eisley) is that we got

tool.
Playing shorthanded. With
Howard Eisley and Billy Curley
sitting the game out with minor
knee injuries, BC did not scare
Canada. The captains' sitting on
the bench showed the lack of importance of the game. Curley and
Eisley's absences pointed to the
immense value they have on the
team. They lead the team and
without them, the Eagles never
played in sync.
"We were forced to put
Huckaby and Abramat the point,"

coach Jim O'Brien lamented after the game.

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/MATTHEW WEST

Freshman Danya Abrams showed signs of effectiveness Tuesday.
Canada'sperimeter shooting. BC
did a good job of defending the
three point shot for most of the
game. Canada made its last four

3-pointattempts topull away. Last
season, BC ranked first in theBig
East in defending treys.
"Internationalteams always do

minutes for the freshmen."
Foul shooting hurt the Eagles,
as they shot an abysmal 10 for 22
from the stripe. Even Marc
Molinsky, usually a very reliable
free throw shooter, shot 4 for 9
from the line.Their foul shooting
will have to improve if they are to
win clbse games.
The game was pretty
uninspiring Tuesday night at
Conte Forum. Canada is not
Georgetown and you can bet the
Eagles will improve when the
games start to count.
Coach O'Brien summed it up

best, "We didn't play well, but
that is what these games are for."
Yes. but they betterbe ready when
the season kicks off vs. Hartford.

WEST
VIRGINIA

STUDENT
TICKETS
STILL
Available
in Conte
Forum!!!
There is

NO
Heights
Sports
meeting
Monday. *

Mountaineers the final obstacle for streaking Eagles
is a terrific athlete and has pro-

By CHING WANG
Heights Staff Writer

Those readers who expected a
preview of the West Virginia game
will get just that in this article. I
will not make slanderousremarks
or take cheap shots at the fine
state of West Virginia. That's
right. No references will be made
to genetic anomalies due to inbreeding, homemade moonshine,
or buck teeth.

Nor shall the

words "backward", "redneck", or
"hillbilly" sully these pages. Mud
slinging like that might detract
from a game which shouldbe one
of the biggest in recent memory
for both teams. Don Nehlen's
Mountaineers arrive with a 10-0
mark, fresh off a hard fought 17-14 win over the previously 4th
ranked Hurricanesof Miami. Now
ranked 3rd in the nation, the
Mountaineers areno longer a surprise top-20 team - they are for
real. Boston College and West
Virginia have produced a few
memorable tussles, and this one

should be no different.
West Virginiabrings oneof the
most balanced and explosive offenses in America to Alumni Stadium. Leading the assault is senior quarterback Jake Kelchner
(6-2,215), the top rated passer in
the country. Kelchner flashes a
strong arm and good mobility.
However, his best asset is his accuracy. Backup Darren Studstill

will sure be take advantage of.
ducedwheneverhehasbeen called Keying WV's resurgence defenupon in his career. The quartersively is a defensive line which
backs will be throwing to a rehas finally made the transition to
ceiving corps which features sea four man front. Barry Hawkins
niorMikeBaker(6-1, 181). He is (6-4,280) has the size and agility
to cause problems in the interior
joined by big Ed Hill (6-3,190).
Baker is the downfield threat, line. Rounding out this improved
whileHill is moreof a underneath bunch is junior end Steve Perkins
possession receiver.
(6-3,246) who leads the team in
Tailback Robert Walker (5sacks.
-11,193), a sophomore, has been
Experience andspeed give West
the surprise of the offense. His Virginia's linebackers an edge
speed has given WV another big over many opponents. Middle
play dimension, in the form of a linebacker Wes Richardson (6-2,228) leads the team in tackles,
durable 1000yard back. Complementing Walker is fullback Jim while Tim Brown (6-1,222) is
capableof big plays. Joining these
Freeman (6-0,238), a tough inside runner with a burst of speed. two senior is junior Matt Taffoni,
(6-1,220) another example of
The consistency of the offensive line has allowed Kelchner Nehlen's emphasis on speed. All
and Walker to shine. Left tackle three players can run and cover,
Rich Braham (6-5,273) is a senior something BC's Pete Mitchell will
and the leaderof the group. On
try to overcome.
his inside is Tom Robsock (6A pair of hard hitting safeties
anchor the Mountaineer second-5,262). Dale Williams (6-3,260)
is anewcomer at center. A pair of ary. All Big East senior strong
massive men comprise the right safety Mike Collins (5-11,195) is
side. They are Jim Leßlanc (6a ferocious hitter, and is the team's
second leading tackier.
-4,300) at guard and Chris Klick
(6-8,297) at tackle.
At free safety is David
Unfortunately for BC, West Mayfield who isn't quite as agVirginia is very difficult to stop gressive as his teammate Collins.
because of their balance. BC's Tommy Orr (5-11,190) is a vetdefense cannot allow West Vir- eran and plays the strong corner
ginia to establish a dominant position while sophomore Aaron
ground game. The resulting play
Beasley(6-1,190) brings exciting
action passing would likely do in athleticism to the other corner
the Eagles. Look for a variety of spot.
The Eagles have had success
blitzes and coverages to keep the
scoring and moving theball in the
Mountaineers out of synch.
West Virginia gives up passing past versus West Virginia (and
yards readily, a fact Glenn Foley everyone else, for that matter).

PHOTO COURTESY OF WESTVIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS

JakeKelchner leads a potent West Virginia offense.
Though the Mountaineer defense
is talented and improved, don't
expect that trend to change. Miami proved that it is possible to

run the ball effectively against

WV, but thebig yards should come
through the air against a soft pass

defense.
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Eagles split weekend series with HOCKEY EAST foe UNH
By MICHAEL CIVILLE
Heights Staff Writer

Boston College completed the
second half of a home and away
series with the Wildcats ofUNH
by dropping a 6-3 decision in
Durham, New Hampshire.
The Eagles were leading 3-1
until 9:06 in thefinal period, when
UNH exploded for five unanswered goals.
Brian Callahan, Jerry Buckley,
and David Hymovitz scored for
the Eagles.
BC now stands at 2-3-1.
The BC football team wasn't
the only BC athletic team to defeat a previously unbeaten team
this weekend.
The men's ice hockey team
outhustled,outhit, and outplayed
a talented squadfrom the University of New Hampshire, 8-3 on
Friday night in Kelley Rink.
The game pitted the up-andcoming Eagles against a Wildcats
team that had allowed only 13
goals in winning their first seven

to his billing by taking a kneeing
penalty about a minute earlier.
In fact, before and after
Canavan'sgoal. BC applied more
shorthanded pressure against
UNH than the Wildcats could
muster against BC with a man
advantage.
After the penalty to Buckley
expired, BC continued to pressure the Wildcats, andthe Eagles
struck again two and a half minutes later.
Senior tri-captain John Joyce
swarmed in on a UNH defender
who was trying to lead his team
outof their zone,picked his pocket
clean of the puck, and dished a
beautiful behind-the-back pass to
a lonely Canavan, who was streaking in behind the play. Canavan
faked Heinke to the ice, and put
the puck around him for his second goal in five minutes.
But UNH wasn't undefeatedfor
noreason coming into this game,
and they showed their offensive
fire as well by rattling off three
quick goals in under four minutes.

Twoof thethreenevershould

have happenedas the BC defense
sat and watched as rebounds
bounced off of freshman goalie
Greg Taylor and were popped
home by the aggressive UNH of-

games.
Enter the Eagles, who jumped
all over UNH early, when junior fense.
The rest of the game was all
Rob Canavan picked up a pass at
the Wildcat blueline, sailedin and BC, though, as junior Rob
snapped a clean, hard wrist shot LaFerriere closed out the hairy
through Mike Heinke's pads with first with a nice unassisted wrist
just about two and a half minutes shot from the bottom of the right
gone in the opening period. The circle.
goal was shorthanded, with Jerry
Taylor was relatively unchal"The Enforcer" Buckley living up lenged for the remainder of the

Late Irish
bid halted
by Eagles
Notre Dame, from page 17
yards) until ND woke up angry,
sensitive to the Eagles weakening
grip. With 1:05 left in the game,
after BC had led the entire game,
the Irish's Kevin McDougal, who
threw for a season high 261 yards
on 18 of 28 passing, found a
streaking LakeDawson in the back
of the end-zone to cap an uncanny, if nolexpectedturnaround.
The ND fans had up to that point
gritted their teeth as BC ripped
apart ND's defense and vaulted to
a 21 point lead. They knew, if for
no other reason than because it
always happens that way, that their
Irish would get lucky and storm

HEIGHTS ASSISTANT PHOTO ED! I OR/DAN LEVASS

Tri-Captain Jack Callahan and his brother, Brian, battle against the boards in Friday's 8-3 win
over UNH at Kelley Rink.
thepuck a little extrashove for his
game, as the BC defense stepped was tripped up by the cheap Wildup and took the body well against cats and went head first into the first of two goals on the night.
the smallerWildcats. In fact, on boards. After lying motionless
At that point, UNH pulled
two separate UNH power plays, for a few seconds, Buckley was Heinke in favorofTrentCavicchi,
BC limited the Wildcats to no up and returned to action. The
and he was subjected to the BC
play, however, seemed to spark onslaught with style as BC closed
shots at all.
If the first period was all the the Eagles, to stand up for their out the scoring in the second with
play of the Joyce-LaFerriere- teammate.
one of the prettiest goals of the
Canavan line, then thesecond was
Instead of taking physical reseason as Callahan-Callahanthe timefor Hymovitz-Callahan- venge, though, the Eagles kept
Hymovitz came down on a 3-onscoring...and scoring...and scorCallahan to shine.
2.
ing.
Freshman Brian Callahan conBrian drew a defenseman to
tinuedBC's assault on the UNH
About four minutes after him before dishing it ahead to
net as he popped in a rebound for Brian's goal, he took a shot that Jack and he and Hymovitz were
a power play goal with just over was savedby Heinke,and his older then in a 2-on-l situation. Jack
two minutes gone in the second. brother Jack was denied on a rewaited a second before feeding a
Only six seconds before, BC bound attempt. But sophomore pretty backhand pass behind the
survived a scare when Buckley David Hymovitz was able to give Wildcat defender to a wide open
Hymovitz, who slappedit intothe
open net with authority for his
second of the night.
In the third. Buckley decidedto
step into the spotlight, as he collected a goal and an assist in the
final period. Senior tri-captain
Michael Spalla was involved in
both plays.
At about the halfway point of
the period, Buckley and Spalla
suddenly found themselves in a
2-on-1 and instead of feeding it to
Spalla as everyone thought he
would, Buckley took theshot himself, flicking the disk past an un-

suspecting Cavicci.
And BC added insult to injury
with under two minutes left in the
lopsided contest when Buckley

fed Spalla at the point and the
defenseman wristed a 50-footer
into the lower right hand corner.
Final score: 8-3, BC.
BC (2-2-1, 1-1-1 in Hockey
East) played abovetheir heads for
this contest, obviously frustrated
by the close contests they had
played in thefirst four games(a 6-5 win, two 4-3 losses, and a 3-3
tic). It was time to explode, and
BC came up big. UNH (7-1-0,2-1-0) was seventh in the nation
coming into Kelley Rink and was
obviously expecting the BC team
from last year, but no sale.
Head Coach Steve Cedorchuk
said, "If theykeep working, they'll
keep getting better," said
Cedorchuk. "We have to play like
this to do well. We're going to

back.
And they did! ND tailbackLee
Becton (14 carries, 122 yards),
playing with a pulled hamstring,
ran his team back into the game
afterFoley fumbled a third-down
snap with 5:29 remaining. He
streaked past BC defenders to cap
a 67 yard, six play drive which
made the score 38-32 with 4:02
remaining.
At 3:02, Foley again had trouble
with thesnap, thistimeon 3rdand
10, and ND had the stage set to
ruin all of the Eagle's hard work.
The doorwas left open following Dawson's go-aheadgrab, however. Foley and his talented corps
of receivers, led by junior tight
end Pete Mitchell (13 clutch
catches, 132 yards), were dealt
1:07 with which to work. One
minute to make or break the Irish
magic.
And Foley, who was a picture
of poise and performance all day

WEST

Glenn Foley showed all the signs of a veteran college leader in Saturday's win over Notre Dame
by remaining poised and delivering the goods.
long in the face of the Irish, was
ready to fire, "I was thinking
'We're going to win this football
game.' I didn't have any doubts."
Starting from his own 25, Foley
followed two incompletions with
a 12-yard flip to Mitchell, a six
yarder to Comer, and a 24-yard

strike over the middleto, surprise,
number 82. Nine more yards to
Ivan Boyd (3 catches, 2 TD's),
and the stage was set for Gordon.
"I nevereven saw it go through
the posts," he said following the

game.
Seeing it wasn't necessary. The

results were all that mattered.
Besides, everyoneelse saw it. Lou

Holtzsaw it. So did the fans and a
national TV audience and thebowl
coalition and BC students who
make the trip in RV's. And yes,
the leprechauns and all their
looney luck saw it, too.

move ahead."
Cedorchuk also acknowledged
the support of the BC band and
fans who, once again, supplied
plenty of noise for the Eagles.
The student section was practically packed, and the band was as
loud and driving as ever.
"You don't know how important that band and those fans are

to this team," the coach said. "If
we're going to improve, we can't
do it alone."
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New poster policy bodes ill for campus clubs
will

Continued from page 3

not attend because they do
not know about it," O'Malley

ming. "Our main job is to create
and advertiseprogramming. That
is harder to do when the students
do not know what is going on all

said.
In recent weeks, the Dustbowl
and O'Neill Plaza, to name a few
areas, have been flooded with a
large amount of flyers for recent
events such as the Fashion Show
and My Mother's Fleabag. Earlier in the year, the campus was

around campus.
"It just seems a little ridiculous
for our department to spend time
and money onan event thatpeople

,

overrun with campaign flyers for
a various number of senatorial
candidates.
"Something does need to be
done about the number of campaign posters thatare allowed during the elections," said Tara
McGrath, A&S '95, UGBC Lecture Series coordinator. One idea
was to restrict the amount of money
candidates are allowed to spend.
"Maybe there should be a limit
to the number of posters an event
can have, but no one will know
unless they try," McGrath said.
"I was recently in charge of a
lecture on campus. I was given

\u25a0__M--------__---_----_------_->-Kvl

omen s

Health x

yS

'full range gynservices

?free pregnancy
testing

Services

200 flyers to post all around campus only six of them ended up
on the Dustbowl," McGrath said.
"It seems kind of unfair that we
are getting the blame for something that we try not to do."
UGBC has attempted to do
away with the trashcaused by old
flyers that accumulates around
campus. Last year, UGBC sought
to lower the number of posters

posure
we need it quick. The
CIA has to be submitted two
weeksbefore an event. That is not
veryhelpful," McGrath said. She
said the UGBC Communicator
appealsmore to event organizers,
because thereis more time to submit advertising for programs.
However, the two UGBC
branches are not united in their
opinions on this issue. The senate
needed to advertise by placing the wanted a stricter policy that would
UGBC Communicator in The fine any student found guilty of
Heights. This year, UGBC crepolluting S5OO. In addition, the
ated the Campus Informationand senate recently passed an amendActivities (CIA) calendar.
ment that no longer permits post"When we are looking for exing flyers in certain areas.
?

?

?evening hours

/

277-0009

.

'female

SYRACUSE SUMMER STUDY ABROAD

gynocologist

Ample Free Parking
5 minutes from campus

hotter than ever

822 Boylston St. (Route 9)
Chestnut Hill
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Nationalist conflicts addressed Schneider predicts
populism's effects
on 1996 elections

Using Cyprus as an example,
Vassiliou illustrated his point by
existed in the world. "Insteadof explaining explained that the
there being conflicts between the population of Cyprus is roughly
Communist countries and Free one-seventh Serbian and six-sevcountries, today the conflict is enths Greek.
between ethnic groupssuch as the
In the past, both nationalities
Serbs and Croats," Vassiliou said. shared the same coffee shops and
According to the Vassiliou, narespected each other's holidays.
tionalismis dying, perhaps not in They had mutual respect for each
other.
places such as Georgia or YugoHowever, Great Britain,
slavia, but in places like Western
Cyprus' mother country, proEurope.
voked ethnic conflict in order to
"The countries of Western Europe,where two WorldWars were strengthen their grip on Cyprus
fought becauseof nationalism, are after World War Two.
not adversarial to each other toThis was done by recruiting
day. Instead, they respect each Serbian Cypriots into the Special
other and work out their differ- Forces in order to subdue Greek
ences without guns," Vassiliou Cypriots.
Referring to the point he made
said.
"Conflicts, especially violent at the beginning of his talk,
conflicts, are not necessary. They Vassiliou said that because we
are provoked. Differences do exlive in an inter-dependent world,
ist, however, [but] there is no exwe must stop the conflicts that
cuse for armed conflicts," he conappear all over the world. The
tinued.
United Nations (UN) is designed

Continued from page 3

.

serve this function, but
Vassiliou said its policy is flawed
in that UN forces exist to keep
peace, rather than solve conflicts
and make peace.
"Peacekeeping without peacemaking is futile," Vassiliou said.
"Only political will and determination make all this possible.
"Without it, we cannot hope to
solve these problems," Vassiliou
said.
Vassiliou believed the UN's
peace-keeping function wouldbe
easier for the UN if it had the
military muscle necessary to end
tensions in trouble spots around
to

the world.

"Unilateral acceptance and
implementation ofall United Nations Resolutions is essential to
the solving of all world conflicts,"

Vassiliou said.
"Can we do all this?" Vassiliou
asked. "In my humble opinion.
'Yes',"he said. "What willit take?
Guts."

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
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He continued, "We've come to
the heart of American politics:
'what have-you-done-for-melately?' Politicians are to voters
what male preying mantises are
to females they deliverand are
?

devoured."
Schneider characterized the
political mood as extremely anti-incumbentand antiparty. He saidthatpoliticians must
now win by using their charisma
and personal partisanship, now
current

that we arein an age of "candidate
centered politics."
While acknowledging its pres-

ence, Schneider questioned
populism's effectiveness. "Populism is a style of politics that is
not necessarily progressive." He

win a majority of the votes.

"Populism will have its final
say in American politics,"
Schneider said.

MINORITY CAREER FORUM -NEW ENGLAND

"*-""\u25a0

SYRACUSE
ABROAD
Something to write home about!

Finally, Schneider spokeon the
'96 elections during the questionand-answer period that followed
his lecture. He speculated on the
possibility ofaColin Powell candidacy in the next election, and
predicted that Perot's participation would help Clinton.
Schneider said Perot has been
giving money to an unnamed liberal political party headedby Jesse
Jackson and Ralph Nader, in an
attempt to sway voters on the political left.
Schneider commented that
Perot's move was politically
shrewd, since the Jackson-Nader
party could divide Democratic
voters, while the Perot party is
predicted to divide the Republican voters. This could serve to
establish a popularly-elected
president in 1996.who would not

saw character attacks, scandals,
and negative image smears as the
campaign tactics of the future.
"Ideology withered away as the
voters got fed up," Schneidersaid.
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Continued from page 3
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Bain & Co.

BBDO
Chase Manhattan

McKinsey & Co.
MerrillLynch
Morgan Stanley

Eli Lilly

Applications for the Spring 1994 Semester are still being accepted.

The Federal Reserve

Price Waterhouse

Pfizer
Swiss Bank

U.S. Navy
AndMANYMore!

For More Info, call Crimson & Brown Assoc. (617) 868-0181
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The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
cram. First, you better keep
:W
those eyes from closing.
y\
Revive with Vivarin.
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Safe as coffee, it
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Looks like a
Vivarin night.
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So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake...make it
a Vivarin night!

Revive with VIVARIN.®
""y _»_r_ct«J.

Containscaffeine equivalentlo 2 cups ot coffee.
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REVIEW
Depthless performances harm Fools
By ART SWIFT

Heights Staff Writer
NEIL SIMONSFOOLS: A play directed
Written by Neil
Simon. Presented at Robsham Theatre on November 18, 19, 20.

by Bethany Pratt.

According to directorBethany Pratt,
"Fools in a story book comedy designed to bring you, the audience,
back to your childhood." Likened to
a bedtime story your parents would
read to you, Fools came across as
anything but that on stage. Unfortunately, it was a mostly unfunny, trying experience. Riddled with problems, it is hard to imagine the New
York version being this stilted.
The play takes place in a Russian
village, with no specific time period
explained.Leon (Vince Ewald) is the
new school teacher. He soon finds a
villageof idiots, literally, as everyone
mysteriously is very stupid. There is
Snetsky (Don Scheuermann), a misguided shepherd looking for his
sheep; a shaggy, frazzled Magistrate
(Shawn D'Andrea); butcher Slovitch
(P.J. Byrne), and assorted villagers
Mishkin (Amy Marie Mclaughlin) and
Yenchna (Heather Signore). Leon
eventuallyfinds his way to the town's
intelligentsiaDr. Zubritsky (Matthew
"Utah" Boyden) and Lenya Zubritsky
(Angela Marinelli).
The doctorand his wife are as baffled
HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/MELISSA S HILAIRE
as the rest. Leon learns a curse has Regina Smith, Shawn D'Andrea and Vince Ewald in Fools.
been placed on the town by a preThe problems with this play, howto anyone's performance. For exsumably evil man named ever, rest with the directing and the ample, Dr. Zubritsky seemingly acts
Youskevitch, and thatis the source of acting. The characters are merely exactly the same way throughout the
their problems.
caricatures; there is virtually no depth performance: befuddled and igno!____________________________________-__________________-

________________
T

rant, with little change or variation.
The same can be said for the townspeople in the few scenes they are in.
Angela Marinelli is amusingat first as
the weirdo wife of the doctor, yet her
disturbed expressions and body tics
become simply annoying. Sophia
Zubritsky (Regina Smith) acts like a
wind-up robot throughout most of
Fools, and that too is frustrating.
This could have been improved if
directorPratt had spent more time on
character development. Actors like
Marinelli, Scheuermann, and Smith
just overacted. A little more subtlety
and restraint wouldhave proved successful inconveying the proper emotion.
There were definite highlights,
though. Ewald was fine as thestraight
man. He displayed genuine comic
presence when he first met Sophia
and, in the show's standout moment,
turned "stupid" when it seemed he
succumbed to the curse. Shades of
Jerry Lewis existed at that moment.
Gregor Youskevitch (James
Armstrong), a relative of the originator of the curse, was hilarious. Clad in
a cape and biker boots, the only
downside to Armstrong was that he
was only in a few scenes.

On the whole, the play was disappointing. Events picked up when the
town was "liberated"from the curse,
and began acting "normal."The resolution of the characters' fates was a
winning scene. But it was too little,
too late for Fools, a play with forced
slapstick comedy at the expense of
real laughs.

A Midsummer Night's Dream retains classic meaning
By MICHELE LaMURA
Heights Editor
A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM A
play directed by Monica A. Brown.
Presented at O'Connell House.
November 19 and 20.

Despite the meager set and obviously low-budget costumes, the performance of A Midsummer Night's
Dreamthis past weekendsucceeded
in linking the Shakespeareanview of
humankind with a '90s viewof love.
Boston College graduate student
Monica A. Brown, who chose to
direct this play must have realized
the tremendous effort that would be
required to put together a unique
rendition of A Midsummer Night's
Dream, because of the popularity of
this Shakespeareancomedy. Still, she
managed to focus on the humor of
the situations to which the play lends
itself, without losing theclassic meaning which Shakespeare intended.
The most excellent performances
were by Tracy Rysavy and James A.
Dolnohoe, who played Hermia and
Lysander, respectively. Andrew G.
Bjelland, Jr. who played Bottom,

however, definitely stole the show
with his great animal noises and
excited movements. In fact, all of the
actors who had parts in "the play
within the play," were excellent, including Richard E. Danksky, Cole
William David Stanton, Stephen
Salhany, David dc Bruin and Christine Senecal.
The only unfortunate casting in the
play was in Allison Higgins' part as
the fairy Peaseblossom. The small
part, that allowedher to expressonly
some amazing facial expressions and
eloquentbody language, did not do
her justice. She would have been
much bettercast as the leader of the
fairies, Titania.
Unfortunately, the performance that
left the most potential untapped, was
HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/MELISSA ST HILAIRE
Allison Higgins and GuillaumeTourniaire in_4 Midsummer
given by Barbara Montilla Bonifacio
who portrayed Helena as a whiny, Night's Dream.
Another pleasant surprise was the
annoying brat. Although Helena's four lovers were refreshingly simple,
character is, at times, whiny, Bonifacio compared to some overly dramatic music. The original music composicould not seem to rise above this one renditions of the play which call for tion and direction by Tracy Rysavy
flaw of her character. Her soliloquy gaudy costumes.
was absolutely wonderful, well-harin the first act, however, was quite Similarly, the set which composed monizedand helped to add a unique
well done, which only led to greater twotrees, some flowers andbranches, flavor to the show.
All and all, Brown succeeded in
disappointment when she soon lost was pleasantlysimple and succeeded
the sad solemnity of her character.
in keeping the focus on the actors, bringing together the old with the
The costumes of the fairies and the rather than the props.
new in this timeless classic.
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Featured Album of the week:

Counting Crows offer musical dèja vu on debut release
Immergluck is probably the closest
thing to giving the Crows some modern alternativetastes. Otherwise, the
band's music is fairly simple and
definitely takes the background role
of complementing the vocals. Duritz
adds true life to his words, as his
trembling voice makes each song
sound as if it is his last.
Of the eleven tracks, there are quite
a few songs that stand out and deserve recognition. Once again, Duritz
is the key to each song, providing
vibrant lyrics to paint a picture of
each story. "Round Here" tells the
tale of a young, confused and misunderstood girl with images of suicide.
Duritz is quite poetic with the lines,
"And in between the moon and you/
the angels get a better view/of the
crumbling differences betweenwrong
and right." Another greattrack, "Anna
Begins," is typical of the Crows' style,
with a storyline about life and love
between three individuals. There is
an interesting play on words with,
"you try to tell yourself the things you
try to tell yourself to make yourself

forget."

Counting Crows

"** Counting Crows AUGUST AND
EVERYTHING AFTER (DGC)
In a world of alternative music,
Counting Crows have found a new
style. Comparedto every otherband,
this group has found the unique
groove that may just propel them
into the music charts. There soon
may be a lot of other bands copying
their music in a desperate attempt to
stay up on trends. However, the
paradox is that the Counting Crows
are doing nothing new; they are
simply bringing back a certain musi-

The Counting Crows definitely have
the potential to hit the big music
scene. Unfortunately, radio airtime
usually does not find a place for their
brand
of folkish music. The poetic
addition,
as
ments.
In
the
tell
History
songs
itself,
style.
cal
does repeat
all
the C Dunting Crows give new life to stories, mostly regarding the backwords sung by Duritz certainly give
old music.
woods of America. The lyrics, "I the group credibility; however, the
A million comparisons can be made want to be Bob Dylan," give a good rest of the band lacks anything chalto their debut album, August and indication of what path this band lenging. Years ago, the Counting
Everything After. The number of in- chooses to follow. The second track, Crows would have fit into the radio
fluences on singer Adam Duritz is "Omaha," is reminiscent ofThe Band, structure with so many of the groups
overwhelming. As a result, Duritz is while other songs contain traces of that have influenced them. On the
able to produce a style that is missing Tom Petty and even Michael Stipe.
other hand, they would have been
from today's music scene. The single, The Counting Crows' five-man band just anotherband followingthe trend.
"Mr. Jones," is a good example. recruits many additional musicians 1993 allows their debut album, AuDuritz's beginning vocals send chills for their first album. David gust and Everything After, to revive
reminiscent of early Bruce Immergluck from Monks of Doom those storytelling songs of life, love
and the American way.
Springsteen. Each song concentrates provides a major influence throughon the voice, rather than the instruout most of the songs. In fact,
David Laquidara
?

Cocteau Twins combine old and new in Four-Calendar Café
???? Cocteau Twins FOUR-CALENDAR CAFE (Capital)

It is difficult for me to imagine how
the Cocteau Twins music impacts
those who have not been listening to
them for almost a decade as I have. I
have been following them from the

days of vinyl to their fairly recent
disc box set; so naturally, I

compact

am excitedabout their latest release,
Four-Calendar Cafe. This is a new
release from the group that, among
artists like Clannad and Tangerine
Dream in the early '80s, pioneered
what eventually became new age
and alternative music. It is also a
significant new albumfor those who
have not previously heard of the
Cocteau Twins.

Four-Calendar Cafe is definitely a
showcase of the varying sounds the
group developed throughout the last
decade. The opening track from this

Cocteau Twins

new release maintainsthe same quick,
yet fluid, tempofound in manyof the
songs from the 1990 release Heaven
orLas Vegas. Fans of that album will
not be disappointed with Four-CalendarCafe. Thefirst song also brings
back some of the powerful intensity
of an earlierrelease, Love 'sEasy Tears.
The tracks "Bluebeard" and
"Summerhead" maintain the faster

pace of the albums Head OverHeels
and PinkOpaquefrom the early '80s.
"The Oil of Angels," "Essence" and
"Pur" follow in the mellow, haunting
sleepiness of albums like Treasure
and TheMoon and theMelodies. Perhaps the-only album that isn't really
recollected in Four-Calendar
is
1982's Garlands, which was a definitive release to begin with. If there are
still any Garlandsfans out there, you
might actuallyfind this new release a
bit too upbeat for you.
To examine Four-Calendar Cafe
without referring to previous albums?it introduces a few new
sounds for the Cocteau Twins. Lead
singerElizabethFraser's voice is growing consistentlymore developedand
steady, not quite as erratic as it used
to be. Also, the presence of a clearer,

Continued on page 25
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INKS' Hutchence and Farriss speak about new album and tour
By CLARISSA CRUZ
Heights Review Editor
"This band kind of just came about
because we were bored shitless in
the suburbs of Sydney," said Michael
Hutchence, lead singer of INKS.
Maybe so, but the group has certainly
come a long way since then.
In an interview before last Sunday's
show at Matthews Arena, Hutchence
and guitarist Tim Farriss spoke about
INKS' latest album (Full Moon, Dirty
Hearts') and tour. The album was
recorded on the secluded Isle of
Capri andHutchence commentedon
the unusually isolatedcircumstances.
"The thing about it is like a spell...if
you get the right thing going, as a
spell over a record, an attitude or
whatever, you don't break it. People
don't go home, they don't get influenced by everything else. You can't
finish an argument by going home.
It's in your face, so you solve
everything...A lot of broken bottles
and telephones, things like that," he

added jokingly.

HEIGHTS

INXS provide high-energy show at Matthews Arena
By
CLARISSA
CRUZ

FullMoonis certainlya departurefrom
their earlier material, most notably in p?s)__ Review Editor
its simpler, back-to-basics sound.
Hutchence said, "Hopefully, [the alAustralianrockers INKS were in town
bum] is not as many punches pulled, last week to play Northeastern's
just as honest as possible. After so Matthews Arena for the latest stop on
their "Dirty Honeymoon Tour." In
many albums and so much time tothe band's first Boston appearance
gether, it's very difficult to not become a pastiche of yourselves and since last May's sellout concert at the
take the sunset cruise, musically Paradise, MichaelHutchence and Co..
speaking."
pumped up an admittedly smallish
Hutchence also talked about workcrowd with a straightforward, highing with the legendary Ray Charles, energy show.
The show opened on an upbeat
who collaborated with him for one
song on Full Moon. "He[Charles] just note with "Taste It," an addictive
rang up and said, 'I love this song.' track from 1992's Welcome to WherI

I

Machines of Loving Grace
hold Concentration
Continued from page 24

those who enjoy bands like Nine
Inch Nails. However, Machines also

Also, the presence of a clearer, expand their horizons by adding a
almost acoustic-sounding guitar is full string section on some tracks.
This disc is surprisingly very good. It
quite noticeable in a few songs.
For those readers who are still wonis one of the rare breed that starts off
dering who the Cocteau Twins are, strong, ends strong, and loses almost
their sound can best be described as nothingin between. As the first track,
mellow, relaxing and thoughtful. The "Perfect Tan," kicks in, one might
most distinguishing element of the think that they were indeed listening
music is Elizabeth Fraser's bizarre to Nine Inch Nails. But lead vocalist
and haunting vocals, which are a Scott Benzel refuses to allow such
mixtureof English, French and sounds mistakes with his energetic dives into
each song.
that are purely melodious.
True fans of the Cocteau Twins will The second track is "ButterflyWings"
not be disappointedwith this latest which, in addition to being the first
release, as it successfully continues single, is also the album's strongest
to be.

to draw upon the group's ability to
create the unique music that has so

deeply affected its listeners. And because Four-Calendar Cafe has the
highly polished quality of an album
from a group that has been recording
for years, it presents a better opportunity than ever to begin listening to
the Cocteau Twins.
Peter Berlinghof
?

***l/2Machines of Loving Grace
CONCENTRATION (Mammoth)
The musical pride of Tuscon, Arizona, Machines ofLoving Grace, have
returned to the music scene with
theirsophomore release, Concentration. This quartet of industrial rockers provide a strong dose of music for

PHOTO/CLARISSA CRUZ

INKS' Michael Hutchence in concert at Matthews Arena.
He's really intrigued by the fact that his opinion of performing in clubs
six white boys from Sydney love soul versus larger venues, as well as how
and are influenced by it enough to the band's audience has changed
call him up. It was an honor."
over the years. "In a big stadium you
Hutchence went on to speak about have to make sure that guy right in

the back?he's given up his rent to
come along?gets the similarexperience to the ones down in front. It's
when the ham in me comes out, bigtime. Smallerplaces are a much more
natural experience.
"Our crowd lately has been changing quite dramatically, Hutchence
continued. "Young teenage women
with banners and all?that kind of
stuff is gone. ("Yeah, we've only had
a couple of bras this whole tour,"
Farriss complained.) We're seeing
peopletaking us a lot more seriously
and listening to us more carefully,"
said Hutchence.
When asked about how the band
has stayed together for longer than
most marriages, Hutchence responded, "Wereally startedout young
and it just so happened that we stuck
it out." However, Farriss offered his
own explanation:"Probablybecause
we don't fuck each other."

track.The mesh between Benzel and
Stuart Kupers (guitar, bass), Mike
Fisher(keys), and Brad Kemp (drums)
is simply flawless. This musicianship
is also obvious on tracks like "I
Should Explode," "Cheap," and "Ancestor Cult."
Concentration is a refreshing break
from many of today's newest releases. Machines of Loving Grace
have proven that music need not be
commercially successful to be good.
The mixtureof differentsounds heard
throughout are just plain fun to listen
to. You don't hear the same thing
twice. This is a must for all industrial
music fans. Also, anyone else might
want to give this disc some thought.
It's worth it.
Jeff Przech
?

ever You Are. The band showcased
from their two most recent
ases, Welcome and Full Moon,
ty Hearts, as well as delivered the
crowd-pleasing hits from the commercially successful What You Need
and Kick
INKS is clearly pleased with their
latest release, Full Moon, as they
played 10 of thealbum's 12 tracks to
an enthusiastic audience.
Some highlights of theshowinclude
the performances of "Devil Inside,"
"Mystify," and "New Sensation," all
from the group's breakthrough album, Kick, as well as particularly

Berial

rocking renditions of "Heaven Sent"
(from Welcome) ami Please (You
GotThat...)" (from Full Moon). Not to

mentionthe sight ofHutchence traipsing on stagewearinga bra thrownby
an ardent fan.

The only problem with the show
was the size of the venue. Matthews
Arena seemed too large for thesmallclub feeling the band was obviously
trying to foster. Hutchence tried to
remedy this by actually stepping intcJ
the crowd at some points, perhaps

attemptingto recreate the intimacy oil
the Paradise show.

Upcoming Boston Area Concerts
NOVEMBER
22
Los Lobos

Paradise

23,24
27,28

Avalon

23

Meatloaf

Lemonheads

Smashing Pumpkins

DECEMBER
Paul Westerberg
1

3
3
4

Todd Rundgren
Bruce Hornsby

7
8

9

10

31
31

Ocean Blue
Blur
Uncle Tupelo
Front 242
Tribe
Phish

Aerosmith/MM Bosstones

Orpheum

Avalon
Orpheum

BCA

Orpheum
Paradise
Paradise

Paradise
Avalon

Avalon
Worcester
Bos. Garden

JANUARY
1

Aerosmith/MM Bosstones

Bos. Garden

WZBC TOP TEN
1. Magnapop

2. Scrawl
3. Concussion Ensemble
4. Transmission

5- Insides
6. Royal Trux
7. Spinnane
8. Mekons
9. Nightblooms
10. Thinner
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Amusing moments can't save Addams Family Values
By JEN KAVANAUGH
Heights Staff Writer
ADDAMS FAMILY VALUES: A new
directed by Barry Sonnenfeld.
Starring Anjelica Huston, Raul Julia,
ChristopherLloyd, Joan Cusack, Christina Ricci, and CarolKatie.

film

America'sfavorite dysfunctional family is back?again. First there was the
cartoon, then the television series,

then the movie, and now the sequel,
AddamsFamily Values. What's next?
Please don't say Addams Family3This time around, the Addams.family welcomes un their own warped
way) the latest addition to the family:
baby Pubert, a miniature mustached
version of his father Gomez (Raul
Julia). Like any family, this bunch
experiencesits normalshare ofgrowing pains. Naturally, the kids fall
victim to a little sibling rivalry; they
spend most of their time devising
ways to knock the little tyke off. New
mom Morticia (Anjelica Huston) also
has trouble adjusting to their latest
bundle of joy. She wants more time
to "seek out the evil forces and join
their crusade." Of course, doesn't
every new mother have that problem?
What's Gomez to do? He wants to
support his wife's evil-seeking aspirations, but he also has to keep his
kids in line. So, he hires a nanny
(Joan Cusack)?an attractive blond
who sets her sights on Uncle Fester
(Christopher Lloyd). She charms her
way into the family, sends thekids to
summer camp, and lands Fester as a
husband. The only problem is, she's
a black widow?she marries rich
men arid kills them for their money.
The rest of the film is concerned with

Gomez (Raul Julia) has his hands full keeping Baby Pubert out of trouble in Addams Family Values.
the family's attempts to save Fester Harmony Hut?a torture chamber flat on their face trying to make a
black comedy. Addams Family Valfrom, this woman. If you think I've filled with stuffed animals, kitty postgiven away too much of the plot, ers, and a neverending supply of ues doesn't fail that badly, but it
believe me, there isn't much to give. Disney movies. It's enough to make certainly has its flat moments.
To be fair, Addams Family Values anyonego insane. But, of course, the
Basically, Addams Family Values
does have its positive aspects. There Addams kids get their revenge on seems like a blatant attempt to cash
are some amusing moments scatCamp Chirpy from Hell in their typi- in on the success of the original
the
the
best
cally twisted way.
movie,
throughout
tered
movie. But then again, most sequels
But, in spite of the film's funny are. This is one of those movies that
of which involve the Addams kids in
summer camp. The clash between scenes, there just isn't enough to works best in a thirty second comthe morbidAddams children and the keep Addams Family Values going. mercial or trailer. If you've seen the
saccharin-inducedcheerfulness ofthe The humor in the film is sporadic, preview for this movie, you've seen
camp make for some hysterical and takes on a cheesy sitcomish everything you probably wouldwant
scenes. These campgoersseem like a quality. Half of the time I could to see. Hopefully, Paramount will
pull the plug on this series after this
perky cult version of the Hitler predict the jokes before the characYouth?blond-hairedand blue-eyed, ters even said them?not a good one. It's no big loss. After all, there
chanting happy mottoes like robots. sign. Dark humor is generally a diffi- are still dozens of television shows
Trying to indoctrinate the Addams cult thing to sustain throughout an out there just waiting tobe exploited
kids, the camp locks them in the entire movie; many filmmakers fall on the big screen.

Heightsmen provide energetic performances
and George Michael's "Mother's
Pride,'' as well as Rhoan Jones for
Shai's "If I Ever." When the audience
wasn't giving audibleteddy-bearcute
responses to Mike Bernard's pouron-the-smoothness rendition of Eric
Clapton's "Wonderful Tonight," his
performance also shined.
Andrew "Dice" Cheng, A&S '95, was
the most entertaining element of the
show, especially in his singing of
Huey Lewis' "Do You Believe in
Love."
The strongest performance overall
was given by Tom Rudegeair, SOM
'95, who sang lead vocals on Don
Henley's "Boys of Summer," and
Duran Duran's "Hungry Like the
Wolf." His straightforward approach
proved his musical talent didn'tneed
any frills to be noticed and appreci-

ated.

The Heightsmen
By THERESA REGLI

heights photo

staff/melissa st.

hilaire

vity and brotherhood bonding both
tipped their scales of measurement,
the group was the third of BC's a
BC's harmonizing "Wild Boys" fracappella conglomerate to prove that
ternity of professed shower singers, these performers are far too popular
alsoknown as The Heightsmen, didn't to restrict their swelling audiences to
need Zest soap for an energizing the confines of the Cafe.
performance of a cappella tunes this Excellent performances were given
past Thursday Night at the Cafe.
by Pete Hudnut, A&S '95, who sang
Presenting a concert in which sualeadfor Chris Isaac's"Wicked Game"
Heights Editor

The dynamic of the group was excellent for almost every song, the
possible exception being the adventurous interpretation of Pink Floyd's
"Learning to Fly." For a groupwhose
reputation dooms them to woo
women, the Heightsmen singingPink
Floyd seemed like a non sequitur.
Jeff Croteau, A&S '95, showed that
losing his goatee only improved his
voice for the phenomenal encore of
Toad the Wet Sprocket's "In My Ear."
The Heightsmen proved that their
talents are only mounting, and are
sure to be presenting concerts for
months to come that willbe excellent
in every facet of performance.

* bald babies who

wear hair ribbons
(around their
whole head).

* people who say,
"hunky-dory."

*having an itch
where you can't
scratch in public.

* John Denver
?1,401 Things That P*ss
Me Off, Perigee Books

Next Heights

Review meeting,
Tuesday, 11/30
5 pm in the Nest.
Have a great

Thanksgiving!!!!!
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Hoop coach sees a 'bright future'
Continued from page 4

where to put them have hindered

sure how many people would
show up.
"Just imagine having itin Conte
with 200 or 300 showing up. That
would be a big blow to our team,"
he said.
Fortunately for O'Brien, students filled Power Gym to its capacity, and there werestill people

"I want to surround the court
with students. To hell with the
media; let's put them on theends,"
O'Brien said. "Right now, it's too
easy for our opponents to execute.
We have lo make it difficult for
them."

that effort."

waiting to get in. This gave
O'Brienammunition to try to convinceadministration officials that
the home court advantage is not
there since students are so far
away from the action.

Tye been try ing for threeyears
to havestudents right on the court,

but problems with the media and

Despite the hoopla surrounding the signing of new recruit
Chris Herron, O'Brien said he
was not worried, "I am veryclose
to Christopher and his family.
Before the story broke in The
Boston Globe that he may go to
Syracuse or Wisconsin, he had
assured me that he would be here
next year. He was simply exercising his options which I encour-

LOST-IN COLLEGE

aged him to do."
O'Brien is proud of the fact
that the squad does not have a
"Prop 48" player, and has graduated 100 percent of his seniors
since being here.
"Everybody in the conference,
except BC, chose money overintegrity. We maintain a different
level and won't sacrifice our integrity for money,"o'Briensaid.
"Right now, there are six orseven
players in the conference that we

MEN WITH EATING DISORDERS
EARN $50 FOR PARTICIPATION

Male college students, age 18-25 who have experienced
compulsiveeating binges or compulsive dieting (currently or in
the past) are sought for a two-hourconfidential interview at
McLean Hospital in Belmont, MA. The hospital is accessible
by public transportation. For more information, call Roberto
Olivardia at (617) 627-7200.
The principal investigator in theabove study is Harrison G.
Pope, Jr., M.D. at McLean Hospital, Belmont, MA.

couldn't take because of the lack
of academic worth.
"This is thefirst year I am able
to say confidently that we should
make the tournament," O'Brien
said. "That is a realistic and attainable goal for us."

.

By Scotus White
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' Evenin g/Saturday hours
?Reasonable Fees
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1297 Beacon St., Brookline (Green Line "C" Train to Coolidge Comer)

$55 Get Acquainted Special
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Bring this coupon to receive our
special new patient offer-only $55
for a complete QYN exam including:
? Pap Smear
Birth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or 3 Cycles of
Birth Control Pills
?
?
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Buy a Macintosh now andyou can
organize your time, straighten out your
finances or go completely ballistic.

Macintosh LC520 5/80,
internal AppleCD? }00i CD-ROM Drive,
AppleKeyboard llandmourn

Only $1,663.

Apple Powerßook

Macintosh Quadrat* 610 81230,
internalAppleCD 300i CD-ROMDrive, Apple ColorPlus
14'Display, Apple ExtendedKeyboard 11and mouse.

1654/80.

Only $1,519-

Only $2316.

Now, when you buy a qualifying Macintosh* or Powerßook" computer, you withthe new Apple Computer Loan, you could qualify for low monthly
also get seven popular softwareprograms. All for one low price. There are payments. Not to mention the fact that you'll be getting the power of a
programs to help you manageyourmoney, schedule your time and enter- Macintosh or Powerbook. It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. /
|
JJ](!E__E
tain yourfriends. (The software alonehas a combined SjRP of $596.*) And,

_______

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

Boston College Computer Store

Gasson Hall, Room 15 or call 552-8563,
Mon.-Fri. 10am-4pm, Thurs evenings until 6pm

Apple Computer loan applications available at BC Computer Store

©

1993AppleComputer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, Ihe Applelogo. Macintosh. Macintosh Quadra andPowerßoob areregistered trademarks ofAppleComputer. Inc. AppleCD isa trademarkofApple Computer. Inc.
?Based on Ihecombined Suggested RetailPrices (SRP) oftheproducts in TheCampus SoflimreSetforMacinlosh as ofOctober 1.1993.
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Rally draws mixed reaction
Continued from page 1
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Ann Richmond, a graduate studentin the School of Social Work,
was one of those students who
joined the rally while she was
walking across campus. "What
they're saying is important," she
said, as she clapped to the chant,
"Be safe, be aware."

.NOW!

\u25a0t II

CALL FOR INFO:
617-965-5251

Maxine M. Shapiro, Licensed Acupuncturist
Licensed Massage Therapist 1639-4
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PROTECT YOURSELF!
Expert Teachers
Permanent Centers
Total Training

(617) 558-2828
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Call now!
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PepperDefense Sprayin leatherkey case
with free Swiss Army-typeknife (a $20value).
Send only $10.00plus S2.OOS&Hte:
The Dragon Lady, PO Box 1076
West Palm Beach, FL 33402-1075

1-800-KAPTEST
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women because it is our campus,
and not just a women's campus."
Daura said, "Anyone who was
at the rally knows that there was
no male-bashing."
As the rally in the quadended,
the group marchedback through
McElroy cafeteria, and through
the faculty lunch room. "A lotof
peoplesupported us," Crudo said,
noting that they received "thumbs
up" from several faculty in the
lunch room.
"I was really happy with [the
speak-out], I was really impressed," Daura said. "I'm proud
I was a part of that."

CLASSES (Ist in New England)
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Some students observing the
rally suggested that the mostlyfemaledemonstratorswere"malebashing." In response to this allegation, Crudo said, "I don'tthink
we were 'male-bashing' at all.
We weretelling men to unite with

1 12 hour massage or THAI
MEDICAL MASSAGE

i

j

REVIEW

said.

for

H
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assaults...but there's a lot more
constructive ways to do it," he

j"TSO"FFgoodCOUPON"]

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
William F. Weld, Governor ? Areeo Paul Cellucci, Lt. Governor ? James).
Kerasiotes, Secretary & Chairman MBTA ? John J. Haley, Jr., General Manager

THE

tifiedfriend ofChabra's unknow-

ingly proved her point when she
responded to Chabra's request to
stay and participate. "Why?
You're not doing anything but
protesting," the friend said.
A BC junior, who wished to
remain anonymous,saidhe agreed
with the motive behind the rally,
but felt the action itself was inappropriate. "I don't know what
they're expecting...Everyone is
very well-aware of campus

Student! & Athlcf ci:

Order forms at More Hall Cashier's Office
Questions? Call the MBTA at 722-5218.

Courses at B.U. and In Newton Centre!

apathetic on this campus...it's
important." However, an uniden-

Do you have STRESS? PAIN in neck, shoulder, or back?

The Heights is looking for an advertising
assistant. Qualifications: Must be an underclassman and have some previous work or
class experience. There will be an
informational meeting on Tuesday at 1:30
or please call Navyn at 552-2220.

Order your Semester Pass

talk about,this. Let's start asking
why this is a problem...what are
the root causes?"
Demonstrator Paul Hamilton,
A&S '94, s&ld, "Awareness is a
good thing. There's not much information on campus, and this is
a good way to get out the information."
Passersby had mixedreactions.
Many students stopped to show
their support, others merely
watched the spectacle while belittling it to their friends. Still
others walked by the demonstration without visibly reacting to
the event.
Rally participant, Meera

Melissa Larson, A&S '94, said
she participated in the rally because "I wanted to get awareness
out there."For Larson, the speakout was a vehicle for addressing
therecent campus assaults,as well
as the wider issues of why violence against women exists.
Larson said it is time to start sayChabra, A&S '94, said, "I think
ing, "Hey, it's not okay. Hey, let's it's pathetic that people are so

Interested in advertising?

SAVE $$ with
Spring Semester
(t) Passes

THE HEIGHTS
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CHILDCARE POSITIONS
$6-sloperhour. Interviewing
experienced, caring and responsible mdiv. Flexible hrs.
Call: (617) 239-0606. Town
andCountry Nannies,66Central St., Wellesley, MA.
Looking for qualified individual to care for 2 month
and 3 year old girls. Experience, references, and a car
arerequired. TuesandThurs
afternoonsafter 1 pm, salary
negotiable. Non-smoker. Call
Brenda at 449-1845.
Free Room and Board in
exchange for 15/20 hours
of babysitting or household
help. Call NOW for 2nd Semester. The Student Housing Exchange. 277-6420.
CHILDCARE ROOM-andBOARD EXCHANGE: Semester 11, January to June
(summer & 94-95 possible)
18 hours/week for childcare,
lightchores, marketing. Fixed
hours: Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday 7-9 am. Other
hours: flexible. Nice home
and family in Newton, close to
law school, main campus, T,
Express Bus. Two children, 7
and 10. Requirements:
Babysitting experience, nonsmoker, driver s license, fluent in English. 969-4156.
SITTER NEEDED for two
boys 4 and 7, Tues., Wedn.,
and/or Friday afternoons.
Light housework also. Transportation preferred. $7/hrup
to 15hrs/wk. 2mi. away. 332-0616.

Babysitter needed, second
semester, mornings and/or
afternoonsfor two girls, ages

3

1/2 and 1 1/2. Very flexible

STUDENT ORGANIZA-

TIONS: Raise up to $1000 in
justone week foryour student
organization plus $1000 tor

hours. Call Paula at 527-7606. Newton Centre area.
Newton: Childcare needed
for 3 children, 4, 7, and 9.
Tuesday 3-7 pm. Must have
car. References. 965-6373.
Mom and Dad s Helper TvTh (+more?) afternoons second semester. After school
care, homework and some
transportationfor girls 11 and
8. Near BC. car necessary,
non-smoker, 6+ hrs/wk. 527-

yourself! And a FREE T-shirt
just for calling. 1-800-932-

-0528 ext. 75.
HELP WANTED: Ideal Situation for BC Student who
wants towork hardand reap $
rewards. Our Real Estate office, which is located across
the street from the main cam-

pus (near White Mountain
Creamery), needs a rental

-8190 evenings/895-2760
messages.

agent. Flexible schedule and
very congenial work environ-

WMaWmMnsmM

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS RAISE UP TO
$1000 IN JUST ONE WEEK
FOR YOUR STUDENTORGANIZATION PLUS $1000

FOR YOURSELF!

AND A

FREE T-SHIRT JUST FOR
CALLING. 1-800-932-0528
ext. 75.
?FREE TRIPS & CASH!"*
Call us and find out how hundreds of students are already

ment. Yourjob would involve
helping fellow students find
suitable off-campus housing.
The Next Move Realty has
the largest selection ofquality
student apartments. Real
estate license and car required. Call or stop by THE
NEXT MOVE REALTY, 27A
Commonwealth Aye. 527-6655.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HlR-

i^^^^?^^^"?""~_

earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with
America s #1 Spring Break
company! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas,Jamaica, Panama,
Daytona or Padre! CALL
NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-

SAVE or (617) 424-8222.
AA cruise and travel jobs.
Earn $2500/mo. andtravelthe
world free! (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!) Cruise
lines now hiring for busy holiday, spring and summer sea-

sons. Listing Servicde. Call

(919)929-4321 ext. 118.

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK,
ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD
CAN HAVE AN
ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT

HM

!
I

Call Garber now & assure yourself of the best airfares
available to your destination. If you're not going home,
we can suggest a few mini-vacations popular
with the College set. See us! Call us!

Newton, 767 Beacon Street, 965-2100
Brookline, i 406 Beacon Street, 734-2100

"Who

OVERWEIGHT? Lose 10-29
lbs in 30 days with new fat
burner. 100% guaranteed.

Publishing, 228 Grove Avenue, Johnstown, PA 15902.
DO YOU NEED MONEY?
Are you stuck at school with
no cash? Earn $500-$lOOO/

Phone: 1-800-812-7403.
Lose Weight, Stop Smok-

significantly faster with the
same (or better) comprehension. For information 1-800-

-557-6417.
FREETRIPS AND MONEY!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promotethe Hottest Spring Break
Destinations, callthe nation s
leader. Inter-Campus Pro-

grams 1-800-327-6013.

Wolff System

Take advantage of this coupon
and deduct 50% off any hair
service

I m a BC

(617)

9 6:30-9:30; Saturday morning Dec 4/Dec 1110:00-1:00;
Sunday afternoon Dec 5/Dec
12 2:00-5:00. Convenient lo-

10 VISITS FOR $29

alumnus andcurrentgrad stu-

EDDYS

ANderson Box 1342, York,

PA 17405.
Final Exam Prep, Calculus
I, ADI, Education Services,
$99. Select and two-day reviewcourse: Tuesday evening
Nov 30/Dec 7 6:30-9:30;
Thursday evening Dec 2/Dec

grades immediately. Thirty
day money back guarantee.
Send $11.95 to: Stoneycreek

Tanning Salon

Insurance needs or just
have questions?

FREE BUSINESS. Lifetime
income-SASE to BC

ULTRA-TAN

Monthly & Yearly Memberships
Payment Plan Available
566-1111
373 Harvard St., Brookline
close to Green Line
open seven days

I Under 21 Rentals 1

must show BCID

ANN'S
MARY
1

8
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Special This Month:
[ Bud Dry
12 oz. Bottle

$195
____

FAIUT* Bud or Bud Light

§|

16 oz. Frosted Pint

so_c£f"j

This Week's Drink of the Week:

You can't get additional discounts
at an Outlet Moll.*
...There's no such thing as a

Goldschlager

i Free Lunch?

\

Well, you can get both, when you visit Howland Place.
When buying, just present your Student or Faculty ID and
receive extra discounts at Calvin Klein, Alexander Julian,
Gait-San_. The Discount Book Store,
IPuxumayo,
Jones NewYork and most of our 35 Outlet Stores.
And, you might get hungry while you're here, «...bring
this ad and get a FREE Box Lunch.'...no _>urchase necessary.
I
It's our way of saying Thanks for visiting Rowland Place-,
"the #1 Designer Mali in America."**

!

C5038.

PART TIME BUSINESS
sell and support an inexpensive electronic product that
helps students train to read

hour session. Female therapist specializing in eating disorders will help you understand your negative cycles.
Beacon St. Brookline, Dr.
Natasha Holiday 566-3323.
YOU SHOULDDO BETTER!
Order Smart Studying 400
now and begin getting better

while school is in session.
Send a Self-Addressed
Stamped Envelope to: AtHome Mailing Assoc, Box
129, Midland Park, New Jersey, 07432-0129.

drintV*/

1 Home For The Holidays!

jjl
p|

call 1-206-634-0468 ext.

dents canspend a semester
at the University of Notre
Dame Australia. Great
people, climate, experience.
Interested? Apply for Fall,
Spring 1994. Write Scan
Lennon, University of Notre
Dame Australia, 19 Mouat
Street, Fremantle, Western
Australia, 6000. FAX 61-9-335-8334.

weekly stuffing envelopes

dri__kMdrii_.OrT«_rba V 1"/
drink _i_v_.brrour _t_>
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I It'sTURKEYTime!

g|

and Full-Time employment
available. Noexperiencenecessary. For more information

ing, Stop Nail Biting. Discover your power to change
through hypnosis. Much
change may occur in a one

Ak-_olq____f t_--£_ four pjjfrn_f_.
b-Unce.ud coot dio_tio_ Don't

::-^___r^!%i__F£:.^_^

St

ING Earn up .to $2,000+/
month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. WOrld travel. Summer

dent. Auto, home, renters,

free registry service. Call 9-5
M-F 364-6131.
Business and Liberal Arts stu-

Basketball Videos Pinball
BC's Favorite Bands
HOWLANt) PLACE j
Thursday and Friday
?

?

?

DESIGNER OUTLET MALL

Proper ID Required - Must Be 21
|

651 Orchard St., New Bed/on. MA
1400ilOWlAND (469-5263) (508)9994100
Both otter* vaßdthr. November 30.1993
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cation, 15 Cypress Street,
Newton Centre, above
Shawmut Bank. Call 558-3377 tor info.
MINORITY JUNIORS/SENIORS: Minority Career Forum Dec. 2, Hynes Convention Center, Boston, 10-4pm.
Meet, interview w/50+ employers McKinsey, Merck,Merrill
Lynch! FREE. 77868-0181
Crimson & Brown.
FREE ASSAULT/FJAPE
PREVENTION PERSONAL

________v^

?-

_________! W^r
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VO YOU

ENJOY

wonxxm WITH

SAFETY SEMINARS. Call
1-800-GET-MACE.

_H__k
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CUILVREN ?

Man?a
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Tired of Dorm Living? Ready

OUR TEMPORARY
Tailgating king, Jason Statuta, the new "Touchdown Jesus,"
SERVICESARE FLEXIBLE shows his sincere school spirit and appreciation for our team
TO FIT YOURBUSY
in the ex-football capital of the world,South Bend, Indiana.
SCHEDULE!

topamper yourself? One, two
and three bedroom apartments availableat The Greenhouse Apartments. 24 hr.

Concierge, Valet parking,

Pool, Health Club, Saunas,
Library, Call 267-6777.

as_l_____________J JXL__J________J _____! ________ L______________(______

-

EARN $6 $10 PER HOUR

Call Today For Christmas
& Spring Break

CALL TODAY FOR AN
INTERVIEW!

$169,900for quick sale.

Call:
ThomasGrossman523-5566
days.
Female roommate needed
(or 2nd semester. Excellent
security. Three other fun

-

CX/oftm o.'Tcofyn/ry Oyrrtnw*6

roommates. Located across
from Cityside. The building
has a pool and laundry facilities. Rent $312/month. If
interested please call 730-5950 and ask for Kathryn.
;
1

66 CentralSt. Wellesley
Full-time-Temporary-Summer
?

:

n^ ???' ?"?;

REDSTONE
COURT
CONDO FOR SALE: Luxury
1280 sq. ft. modem 2 bedroom, 2 full bath, desirable
end unit in pristine condition
with 2 indoor parking spaces,
central A/C, fireplace, courtyard, weight room, hot tub,
pool, storage, etc. Off B line.

WE ACCEPT: AMEX/CONTINENTAL
& US AIR/CHASE VOUCHERS
Air Charters Eurail - Group Flights
Our service does not increase your trip cost...
356 Chestnut Hill Aye., Brookline, MA 02146

(617)239-0606
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RENT

(non-smoker). References
required. $95/week. Call696-2884 or leave message.
Two collegegraduateslookingfor graduate student to
share3bedroom apartment
in West Newton home. Parkingguaranteed. $280/month
+availableDecember 1st. Call
Luisa at 508-481-5842.
SPRING BREAK SALE! The
hottest destinations for 1994!
Jamaica,Cancun, Bahamas,
S. Padre, Florida starting at
$109. Book now and save
$$$! Organize small group,
travel free! Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710.

DAYTONA
BEACH
SPRING BREAK. Firstclass.
oceanfront hotel, directly on
the beach, parties, pool deck
fun, nightclubs, sunshine, DO
NOT MISS THIS trip!! Includes roundtrip motorcoach
trans, with on campus pick up
and drop off. only $249 quad
occp., depart 3/4/94 return 3/
13/94. Callfor free brochure
1-800-9DAYTONA,M-F, 8-6.
See you on the beach!!
Mac Classic,2/40. $300obo.
Call 969-9344.
Imagewriter II printer (for
Macintoshcomputer)for sale.
In excellent condition. $150.
Call Jim 566-0446.
IBM PS/2 FOR SALE! Prac-

tically Brand New. Comes
with pre-installed Microsoft

Windows 3.1, FileF/X, Norton
Anti-Vinjs games and a 14
color monitor, all for only
$1500. (Cheaper than computerstore). CallWilliam. 323-

-9639.
SanFransisco? Two tickets
forsale. One female and one
male. Leave Boston 1/6/94
andretuml/14/94. Onlys6oo
forboth. I paid more but can t
go. Call 323-9775 before

they re gone.
Mens 21 18-speed mountain bike. Giant frame, recently tuned, good condition.
$300. Call Jeff at 277-2517.

Looking to purchase Blue
Chip parking pass for West
Virginia-BC game 11/26. Will

paysss. Call 786-9308.

SPRING BREAK 7 Nights
from $299. Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and
More! NASSAU* PARADISE
ISLAND * CANCUN * JAMAICA * SAN JUAN. Organize a small group Earn
FREE tripplus commissions!
1-800-GET-SUN-1.

BBEmBBEaBM

Adratesare: $5.00forthefirst
25 words, $.25 eachadditional
word. B.C. discount- $3.00,
$.20 each additional word.
Pre-payment is required. The
deadlineisThursday at noon,
late ads will run in the next
issue. We do not send
tearsheets. 617-552-3548.
FAX (617) 552-4823

The United Way's FIRST
CALL FOR HELP? (formerly
Information & Referral) can
find an agency or service to
meet your particular need. Our
service is free, confidential,
and provided by trained specialists.
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FOR

MILTON. Furnished room in
private home. Kitchen priv.,
bath, all utillities. Private back
yard pkg. 8 mins walk Red
Line, 5 mm Comm Rail. 20
mm. ride to BC. Pref.female

Have a personal, family, community, or health concern?
Call us.

______ _____
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United Way's

FIRST CALL
FOR HELP?
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A Service of United Way

_K&? of Massachusetts Bay
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With Visa* you'll be accepted at more than 10 mifUon
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.

.

;
-. \u25a0
:
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be?
-\u25a0\u25a0?\u25a0
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MICHELE!
???

v,sa U SAInc 1993

_

To our beloved EIC, Thanks for staying
late with us (like you have a choice) and
keeping our unruly staff inline (like you
have a choice). Your all that we could
ever ask for. We love you, Michele.
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator

To UGBC

Your Key

7pm, Monday, December 6
Higgins 307
Focus issues include:

Community Relations, Stadium Expansion
Parking, Construction and Safety
Administrators from each of these departments will be available to discuss all student issues with the
entire BC community.

J

The Fourth Annual AHANA
Christmas Ball
7pm-1 am, Friday, December 3
Westin Hotel in Copley

1

.

$25 per couple before Thanksgiving and $35 after November 30
Tickets go on sale Wednesday

Environmental Tip of the Week
It's easy to conserve!

Meetmp)

2.5 billion bags a year could be saved if just 25% of
American homes used 10 fewer plastic bags a month!
What to do:
-Use reusable containers to store food in your
refrigerator
-Use rags in the kitchen to wipe up spills rather than
paper towels which are thrown away.
-Use biodegradable wax paper

6:30, Tuesdays
Gasson 308

Environmental Awareness Committee
The Jesuit Institute at Boston College
Is Pleased to Invite You to:

UGBC and The Olin
Center are offering
coursess for the...

Ronald Anderson, SJ.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy/BC
Research Fellow at the Dibner Institute
the
for History of Science and Technology at MIT

7:30-9:3opm, Tuesday, November 30
Higgins Hall 304

M(_ Al

LSAT

?

God's Interaction with the World:
New Perspectives from Contemporary
Notions of Causality

?????????????

=
'

GRE

LOW STUDENT PRICE:
r
<£4>ZDU
r\

r\

TAUGHT BY THE OLIN
center

On campus location.
For info, call the Olin Center at 247-3033
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